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PREFACE

COST 328 has been a very ambitious Action in ternis of the complexity of the
erivisaged objectives, the number of signatory countries (17), the large number of
researchers who hâve participated in the work undertaken during almost 4 years and a
number of other factors.

Consequently, in considération of the above, and in order to give a comprehensive
description of the research undertaken, the décision was taken to structure the Final
Report in four différent parts, as follows:

Foreword (Chairman)
• Report of the four WGs (WG Chairmen)

Report on Intermodal transport
A Policy statement paper: 'Recommendations and Lessons'

The reader is therefore invited to take this into account, when using this document.
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Foreword

FOREWORD

An exceptional political effort of the European Union is aimed at accelerating the
development of Trans-European networks (TEN). The officiai objective is to give
" added value" to the development of thèse networks taking into account, on the one
hand, the budget limitations and, on the other hand, the économie and social needs
spelled out in the Commission's White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and
Employment.

Where is " added value" in a network? : is it in co-operation between modes or in co-
opération with customer ?, is it in a better use of the infrastructure or in the
improvement of supply chain manager îent ?, is it in engineering or in marketing ?.
Probably in both, but the spécialisation in research and administration, the lack of
multidisciplinary research (engineering and social science) and the division of
responsibilities put the emphasis on horizontal intégration and not on vertical
intégration, that is between upstream and downstream, industrial économies and
transport économies.

Information Technology, the Web, Electronic commerce, virtual worlds give new
opportunities for such intégration. Logistics providers are booming with the
concentration of firms on their core business and are able to improve interlinking
between transport, production and distribution. They provide the « missing link »
between the vendor and the customer with capabilities of adapting global products to
local markets and opening local products to global market. It is not a surprise for a
service industry.

The openness of major railway infrastructures in the US boosted the création of
intermodal transport operators, but not in Europe. To understand the reason, we hâve
to go further in the analysis by market segments, which in the future will be more
meaningful than by modal split. This is what will bring forth third party access and
user charges. Value Added Networks mean a twofold intégration, horizontal and
vertical.

There is an urgent need for more global évaluation methods for large projects. The
assessment of performances of transport networks developed through stratégies of
intégration has to take account of network effects including concepts of barriers,
peripherally, multimodality, complementarity and the rôle of actors. The aim of
Clause XII of the Maastricht Treaty is not to increase mobility per se, but to support
the single market. So the transport sector has to be considered from the "outside" as
the component of the logistics chains Connecting the suppliers of the raw material and
the consumers of the final products. To the "horizontal" intégration (components of
the Common Transport Policy) including the three "inter" (Interconnection,
Interoperability and Intermodality) and the three "E" (Efficiency, Equity and
Environment), we hâve to add the "vertical intégration" including transport in the
Supply Chain Management and facilitating the appearance of a new breed of
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operators: the logistics suppliers and to substitute a "demand led" transport market to
the previous technology-driven market with its modal split.

Further difficulty arises because, when the Maastricht Treaty, Clause XI sets out
European objectives, it supports the single market through intégration of services,
which contribute to European économie growth through competitivity and trade.
However, this has two components, of which one is the stimulation of the inner-
European économie activity, and the other is the increased European trading activities
in global markets.

Europe is not alone, and its infrastructure is a part of its économie resources. While
this may appear clear, its relevance has greatly increased through global trading and
communications, and through the généralisation of integrated intermodal transport
chains, which now, through horizontal intégration, involve European inland
transportation into world-wide logistic services. Those offering such services (mainly
the global shipping lines) hâve also a high degree of vertical intégration. It follows
that certain effects of stratégie networks, where the nodal interchanges are for
example container ports, must be seen in terms of value-added impact upon a global
network, operated by others, of which European networks are only part. Europe's
competitivity in global trade is a function of the effectiveness of its part in thèse
global networks.

Both the COST 328 study and présent transportation market expérience show that the
transportation markets in Europe fall short of optimisation of intégration of modes or
opérations. Fragmentation, incomplète deregulation, especially of rail and air, a lack
of cohérence between national interests, non-competitive behaviour by various
players, and incomplète harmonisation of conditions under which third party access
might be made economically attractive, are ail reasons why network performance is
less than optimal and why actors' behaviour has not yet developed clear trends. This
would be the case even if the existing infrastructure networks were at an appropriate
European standard, which, for reasons described in the report, they at présent are not.
The development of demand is that of users, that is, traders and manufacturers,
increasingly exploiting European trading opportunities, who are at the end those
whose efficiency, competitivity and opportunities most reflect the added value of
integrated transportation networks. This demand is however dictated by local,
European and global market conditions of manufacture, demand, compétition and
distribution. Thèse give a basis for the 'outside' considération of network efficiency,
which is referred to above. If transport intégration has a value, it will be measurable
in response to a measurable demand, to be satisfied ultimately by an integrator of
modes and suppliers of services, including the information-led logistic chain, in a
compétitive market. This is not yet assured.
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Actors and Factors

1. Introduction

The main objective of COST 328 has been to contribute to a stratégie définition of the
intégration of the Trans-European networks and to stimulate thought on the
development of méthodologies for the assessment of performances of transport
networks and for stratégies for their development and/or intégration. This very
ambitious objective has arisen out of the réalisation that stratégie infrastructure
networks hâve in the past been looked at as mainly physical networks. Although
physical networks are important, in highly advanced économies it is other
characteristics which are also important. COST 328 started by taking the five
dimensions of the pentagon of concerns where finance, organisation and régulation,
software and ecological factors are added to the physical hardware of the
infrastructure.

One part of the COST 328 research has been to concentrate on the necessary
components of the évaluation process that includes ail aspects of the infrastructure.
The second main strand of research has been to examine thèse processes in more
détail through spécifie case studies in the four COST 328 working groups. In this
Final Report the main findings are brought together.

2. The Evaluation Framework

New perspectives on évaluation are important as individual links ail form part of the
network. In the past there has been little évaluation carried out at any level above the
individual link where an improvement was taking place. COST 328 proposes that
évaluation should be carried out at three separate levels. In addition to the individual
project level where the methods and procédures are well known, évaluation should be
carried out at the programme and the policy level (table 1).

Différent methods are required for programme and policy évaluation as it is important
to establish how new links fit in with wider programme objectives (e.g. EU cohésion)
and how Common Transport Policy objectives on sustainable mobility and the
environment can be achieved. This means that analysis should not be restricted to
particular sectors, or the functioning of the networks in particular well defined
contexts. Eventually it could be extended to explore the implications for
employment, the local and régional économies, the use of resources and the quality of
life.

In addition to the multi sector analysis, individual links should be assessed in terms of
their direct and indirect effects on the transport network. For example, the Channel
Tunnel is a major new link between the UK and France and has a direct impact on the
transport networks of thèse two countries. It also has effects on the économies of
Kent and Nord Pas de Calais. However, the Channel Tunnel has impacts that are
much wider, including those on the airlines and ferry companies (competitors), on
freight distribution Systems (efficiency) and on other countries (Belgium, the
Netherlands and Germany). It is necessary to trace ail thèse impacts as part of the
évaluation process, so that the individual benefits of projects can be matched to the

11
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overall benefits viewed in combination - the superadditivity of projects and their
contributions to programmes and policies.

Table 1: Evaluation Processes
Evaluation

Level
Project

Programme

Policy

Evaluation Methods

Financial Appraisal
Cost Benefit Analysis

Multi Criteria Analysis
Framework Approaches

Stratégie Environmental
Assessment and Complex
Objectives Analysis,
including Meta Analysis

Other Components in Evaluation

Environmental Assessment
Social Impact Analysis
Economie Impact Analysis
Ensuring that the individual costs and
benefits of projects conform to wider
programme objectives, particularly on
régional development and environment.
Fitting programmes into the national and
international policy context, so that broad
économie, social and environmental
objectives are met

In addition to évaluation processes, there are important implications for décision
making processes more generally. Throughout the COST 328, there has been a
concern over the critical success factors within the European network of transport
links and how value can be added to the network. Again, it is proposed that a three
level approach be adopted that attempts to identify both the critical success factors
and the nature of the added value (table 2). In the past, most attention has been
focused on individual links, terminais and interchanges, often only for one mode of
transport. At this local project level, it is argued that the critical success factors for
added value would include the availability of finance, the commitment of différent
individuals (actors), and the levels of intégration available (e.g. information and data
support Systems).

Table 2:
Level of
Décision

Local
Project

National
Programme

National and
EU - Policy

Décision Making Processes
Key Issues

Individual Links, Terminais,
Interchanges for Each Mode of
Transport

Logistics and Network Effects,
including questions of
Intermodality, Interoperability
and Interconnectivity,
including the crowding out of
investment
Competitiveness,
Cohesiveness and
Environment, but also pricing
compétition, libéralisation and
open access policies.

Critical Success Factors

Restrictions, Compétition between
Modes, Finance and Subsidy,
Individuals, Levels of Intégration -
adding value to links and nodes
Régulation, Compétition, Finance
(public and private), Companies,
Integrators, New Actors, Mergers and
Alliances - adding value to the network
and communications

Régulations, Compétitive Frameworks,
Financial Institutions, Governments,
International Agencies, Multinational
Companies - adding value to the
compétitive position ofeountries and the
EU

12
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At the programme level, the broader issues of logistics and network connectivity
become more important in determining the levels of intermodality, interoperability
and interconnectivity. Hère again, the critical success factors dépend on the
availability of finance and the linkages between companies. Financing is often
perceived as a problem, but worthwhile projects and programmes will be fïnanced if
there are clear benefits. Difficulties are more likely to occur in the organisational and
regulatory framework within which transport has to operate as compétition is limited
by some modes not paying their full social costs. Investment in one location or for
one mode may also crowd out other initiatives, and this in turn has implications for
efficiency. The means to reduce levels of uncertainty and to permit continuity in
finance and investment seem to be the two key conditions for success hère.

It is at this scale of activity that new actors and integrators hâve appeared in the
market to assist in obtaining the greatest efficiency from a given (or enhanced)
network. The importance of the new technology in facilitating this process cannot be
underestimated. In addition to the instrumental rôle played by technology, the
restructuring of companies and the globalisation process (through mergers of
companies and alliances between companies) has meant that the use of the network
has increased over and above the expected levels. The high quality transport
infrastructure has facilitated the use of the new technology and the globalisation
process. This is the value added.

At the EU and national policy levels, the transport network in Europe has an
important rôle to play in moving towards the objectives of balanced compétition,
social and spatial cohésion, and environmental objectives. A high quality network is
also a crucial élément in maintaining and enhancing Europe's position in the world as
well as ensuring régional development objectives and social inclusion. It may hâve a
less important rôle in achieving environmental or sustainability objectives as
transport is a major consumer of resources and producer of pollution.

The critical success factors hère are the clear support of financial institutions,
governments, international agencies and multinational companies in ensuring that the
compétitive position of the EU is maintained and developed. It is in the interest of ail
parties that the use of and access to the network is efficient and équitable. This
requires agreement on priorities, on investment and on the means to pay for the use of
that infrastructure. It is hère that the décision processes are sometimes inconsistent,
and the means to finance investment or to charge for the use of the infrastructure
needs to be established.

In the past, a demand led approach has been followed with heavy investment in the
network to meet expected growth. This approach has been modified through
management based policies (traffic management and more recently demand
management), but even hère inefficiencies are increasingly occurring as demand
continues to grow and congestion is created. New stratégies are required that mix
both the physical and financial options in combination with the opportunities that
spatial development stratégies and technology offer. Location policies and the
increasing use of télécommunications can reduce the demand for travel so that the use
of the network is improved.

13
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In summary, it is important to make évaluations of new links, particularly stratégie
ones, at différent levels. It is also important to include a wider interprétation of links
and networks so that the supporting infrastructure (finance, régulation, compétition,
organisational factors, communications etc.) are also included. The dynamics of the
processes are both interesting and informative, as the use of networks has changed
radically, as businesses and people react to congestion and new opportunities .
Underlying much of thèse changes are the décision making processes used by ail
interested parties at ail levels. Further investigation is merited of the actors and the
critical success factors.

As a resuit of thèse preliminary findings, COST 328 established four working groups
to explore particular important issues in greater détail, where it was expected that the
actors and the critical success factors would be found. In the next section some of the
findings from each of the four groups are presented.

3. The Working Groups

3.1 Working Group 1 : Peripherality and Accessibility
Bctckground - The drive towards the completion of Trans-European Networks (TENs)
as an instrument in the removal of barriers to a more compétitive infrastructure
network in Europe, and a promoter of greater cohésion, has emphasised the rôle of
improving accessibility with implications for Europe's more peripheral régions. It is,
therefore, clear that any attempt to improve the évaluation and policy making process
for infrastructure networks in Europe, has to address the problems posed by the less
accessible and more peripheral régions. This raises sets of questions, both for the
peripheral régions, and for European level décision making.

At the European level, there is clearly a difficult balance to be struck between those
improvements which are seen to be necessary for the greater development of
competitiveness of the European Union as a whole, and the récognition that thèse
may imply an uneven development of networks. It is tempting to believe that this
issue can be addressed through the development of a set of indicators which can
capture both of thèse dimensions. The search for a perfect indicator of accessibility is
thus a key élément of the development of both the évaluation process and the policy
making procédure. We return to this point below.

At the national level, the more peripheral countries of the EU also face some difficult
issues. The peripheral countries are those which generally enjoy infrastructure which
is both less well developed as a total network, and poorer in the quality of service it
offers. This can be measured by the density of both the road and rail networks, and
such indicators as the proportions of the road network which are motorways, the
extent of electrified rail track, or double track railways. It is also found in the
development of airport and port networks. With the latter, the level of service is seen
to be particularly important, with lower densities of services linking thèse régions to
the core régions of Europe, customers facing less fréquent services, less direct
services and higher priées.

14
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The peripheral countries also face problems within their national territories. The
distribution of accessibility varies substantially, typically between their major cities,
and more distant poorer rural régions. The choice facing thèse countries is one of an
appropriate distribution of resources between the development of the infrastructures
at the higher European level, which will tend to increase inequalities within the
country, and to concentrate on raising the level of accessibility in the poorest régions.

Accessibility Indicators - The work of Working Group 1 concentrated first on
appropriate indicators of accessibility. It became clear that the variety of expériences
in peripheral régions made it unworkable to détermine a single universally applicable
indicator of accessibility, despite the advances which hâve been made in the
définition of accessibility over the last few years. Indicators still tend to be either
geographically, or mode, spécifie. The varying géographie eifeumstances of the
European periphery, ranging from the sparsely populated Nordic countries, through
the outer peripheral Atlantic Arc, into the Mediterranean, to Greece and the eastern
periphery, clearly poses a major problem for any attempt to define a single
accessibility indicator. Critically, improvements in accessibility cannot be
unequivocally taken as an indicators of improvements in économie performance or
welfare. Thus simply improving the absolute accessibility of a peripheral région does
not guarantee improved cohésion within the EU, and may in fact reduce cohésion.

A key factor which emerged during this part of the work was the concept of linking
accessibility to that of choice. In ail dimensions of travel and transport choice
structure, peripheral régions face a more restrained offer, and greater constraints than
those in the European core. This choice affects the availability of modes, the range of
destinations served directly, or with a single interchange, and perhaps most
significantly, the range of choice and compétition between différent operators and
carriers. Defining accessibility thus becomes a question both of a range of factors,
and the behaviour, particularly the compétitive behaviour, of actors.

Case Studies - In order to develop this concept further, a séries of four case studies
was undertaken by différent members of the group on contrasting périphéries.

• The Nordic countries demonstrate the problems faced in sparsely populated
régions which also suffer major physical barriers of sea links to the rest of Europe,
whilst at the same time being close to a number of the countries in transition in
eastern and central Europe.

• Ireland represents the particular case of an island nation highly dépendent on sea
and air links, with the particular cdneern that it faces a choice between longer sea
routes to the European continental mainland, or a séquence of shorter crossings,
using the routes through the United Kingdom.

• Portugal, like Ireland, is part of the outer periphery of the Atlantic arc, dépendent
on links across another member statë for its connection by land to the European
core, but with strong sea trading links outside the European Union.

• Spain is an example of a country with substantial variations in régional degrees of
peripherality, but strongly affected by the growth of one industry, tourism.

15
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Summary of Findings - Thèse four studies emphasise the variety of accessibility
expériences in différent parts of the European periphery. Tables 3 and 4 provide a
summary of thèse findings in terms of the évaluation processes, and décision making
processes identifîed above. Three particular factors stand out from this which are
crucial to future development in the periphery.

Table 3: Evaluation Processes with respect to Peripherality and Accessibility
Evaluation

Level
Project

Programme

Policy

Evaluation Methods

Financial appraisal and CBA -
Financial appraisal limited given
traffic flow levels; need for
careful analysis of wider
économie factors in CBA;
reliance on accessibility indicators
can be misleading; many régions
already hâve healthy économies
which are protected by
inaccessibility rather than
constrained by it

Multi-criteria analysis and
framework approaches - needs a
view of overall development of
economy to ensure consistency
with infrastructure programme,
need to consider non
infrastructure aspects of transport
on consistent basis with physical
infrastructure.
Stratégie Environmental
Assessment and Complex
Objectives Analysis, including
Meta Analysis - need to ensure
that transport is treated
consistently and transport policy
is not being asked to shoulder too
large a burden of non-transport
objectives (e.g. employment
création through construction) and
that non transport policies hâve
been adequately assessed for their
transport impacts (e.g. other
spatial development policy,
régional policy, rural development
policy etc.)

Other components in Evaluation

Environmental assessment - new
physical infrastructure may be
seriously ecologically damaging in
some remote régions;
Social impact analysis - some
remote régions may hâve fragile
social structures where greater
intégration is damaging;
Economie impact analysis
difficult problem of evaluating
appropriate forward and backward
linkages arising from new
transport infrastructure
Need for clear objectives on
régional development and
environment - programmes must
avoid being too oriented to
international links to the exclusion
or détriment of internai
distribution impacts

Programmes in national and
international policy context so that
broad économie, social and
environmental objectives are met -
A better understanding of the rôle
of transport in the development of
the economy and society,
especially the distribution of the
benefits of growth and économie
development, better understanding
of the link between économie
growth as measured by GDP and
welfare (including distributional,
social and environmental factors)
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Table 4: Décision Making Processes with respect to Peripherality and Accessibility
Level of
décision

Key Issues Critical Success Factors

Local - Project Individual links, terminais and
interchanges for each mode of
transport - need to détermine
most appropriate mode for many
régions where conditions do not
allow for choice, need to décide
between complementarity or
compétition with adjacent
régions (e.g. competing airports
or developing surface link to
airport in neighbouring région),
but intermodality may offer an
alternative.

Levels of intégration (adding value
to links and nodes), finance -
individuals - the need to improve
choice, concern about the burden
of financing new infrastructure on
individuals in sparsely populated
areas, cost of tolls, fiscal burden,
need for évaluation of relative
benefits to local area and to
external areas from scale
économies, forward and backward
linkages etc.

National
Programme

Logistics and Network
Ejfects/Intermodality,
interoperability and
interconnectivity - décide
between network choice or
preferred network development
stratégies, problems of linking
périphéries directly or through
core hubs, crucial rôle of the
design and structure of networks
("network architecture")

Companies, integrators, new
actors, mergers and alliances
(adding value to network) - public
and private finance - similar
concerns as at local level on
incidence of toll and fiscal
burdens, need for analysis of
"appropriate" network by mode
for each country, concern about
monopoly power of (often foreign
owned) new actors and integrators,
which act as limit to choice.

National and
EU - Policy

Competitiveness, Cohésion and
Environment/ Compétition,
Libéralisation and Open Access

fundamental conflict of
competitiveness thrusts
involving the search for scale
économies and simplistic
cohésion objectives,
contradictions in accessibility
indicators. Problem that
compétition and libéralisation
requires flows large enough to
achieve minimum cost
opérations by ail operators, need
for new small scale low cost
alternatives

International agencies,
multinational companies (adding
value to national and EU
competitiveness), institution and
government finance - balance
between available Structural Fund
and EIB finance and fiscal
burden/crowding out effects,
distributional concern about
competitiveness/ cohésion balance,
need to identify comparative
advantage of peripheral régions in
external trade of EU e.g. through
ports, development of major
"transition" corridors, i.e. choice
of destination/trading partner
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1. The balance between links and networks, and the critical position of key hubs.
This affects the way in which local and régional networks within peripheral
régions, relate to the higher level European networks. This requires a clear
understanding of appropriate markets and the threats posed, wittingly or
unwittingly, by actors in other régions. Such market opportunities and compétitive
threats are often sector spécifie and relate to the existence of scale économies and
to the scope for the development of backward and forward linkages within the
régions.

2. The relative importance of compétition, both between and within modes. This
requires a clear view of the way in which networks are to be viewed as compétitive
or complementary recognising the typically lower level of flows in peripheral
régions. However, some peripheral régions in the EU may face substantial transit
or corridor traffic to and from external borders of the EU or ports. Within modes
the lack of compétition between carriers and the relation of domestic to foreign
carriers in stratégie alliances may pose particular problems for peripheral régions.
This includes the need for reliance for key links on hubs which are controlled by
others.

3. The potential problems of the excess burden of new infrastructure on activities
within peripheral régions. New infrastructure provided by the private sector or
otherwise requiring the payment of tolls may place extra burdens on the local
economy. The replacement of, for example, traditional low cost ferry routes by a
new bridge or tunnel may reduce travel times and their variability, but at a high
cost to local users. Even where direct charges are not made and where external
subsidy is available through the Structural or Cohésion Funds or through EIB
loans the local community will hâve to bear at least a share of the cost which
places either or both a fiscal burden and some crowding out on the local economy.
Thus the total costs to the local economy are not reduced by the extent which a
simple measure of the enhancement of accessibility might imply. In this case
neither competitiveness nor cohésion are improved.

For the development of an évaluation methodology the following features are critical:

1. The pentagon of concerns identifies the variety of issues which are présent in ail
régions, but the lack of choice in certain dimensions créâtes particular tensions for
its use as an évaluation tool in peripheral régions.

2. The structure identified in Tables 1 and 2 has been applied to our analysis of the
peripheral régions, based on the four case studies. This does highlight the way in
which the lack of choice and factors such as crowding out effects and the excess
burden of new infrastructures act as critical success factors. However, it is too
simplistic to think of thèse cases falling neatly into the cross tabulation.

3. There are clearly factors which eut across the issues identified hère. A major
issue is the rôle of actors. In peripheral régions thèse actors often corne from
outside the région, or are dépendent on other actors outside the région. This blurs
the neat distinction into local, régional and national décision makers. Projects in
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peripheral régions which may hâve significant effects on local communities, such
as the construction of bridges in coastal régions or new roads into inaccessible
mountain areas are typically not viable as free standing projects, but only as part
of a network of new developments. The benefits from a single project can thus
only be realised in full if other projects, often in other régions, are undertaken.
This super-additivity effect makes it difficult to ascribe précise costs and benefits.

3.2 Working Group 2 : Trans Alpine Freight Transport
The TAFT context - The structure of production, distribution and transport is going
through a rapid transition phase. Globalisation, outsourcing and just in time are trends
that lead to an increased demand for freight transport on the one hand, and to a
change in the kind and quality of services demanded on the other. On a European
level, thèse trends are reinforced by the political and économie process of intégration
and the increase in spatial interaction. The conséquence is an increasing stress on the
transport networks in form of congestion and bottlenecks.

The policy responses to thèse problems are inadéquate and in many cases national
régulations are at the source of the problem, for example the Trans Alpine freight
transport (TAFT). Actually TAFT is not an outeome of market processes alone. On
the contrary, the ways in which overall flows are split among the modes and the
country is to a very large extent the resuit of policy intervention in différent countries.
In the case of Switzerland, the overwhelming rôle of rail freight, and especially
combined transport, is produced by the régulation of road transit (28 tons limit) and
subsidies for piggyback transport.

What holds for the European networks in gênerai is even more true for the Trans-
Alpine freight transport networks. TAFT is characterised by spatial frictions at
national borders, incompatibilities between transport modes, capacity problems on
roads, lack of competitiveness on rail, environmental problems etc.

Objectives, Approaches and Evidence - The TAFT group aimed at analysing
problems of network intégration in the Trans Alpine context by focusing on the
functioning of the network rather than on its overall social impacts. This more narrow
perspective permitted concentration on network efficiency and deficiencies and thus
the identification of the critical actors and success factors.

The functioning on the network has been considered with respect to the five pentagon
dimensions namely: infrastructure (hardware), software, market organisation and
régulations, environmental and financial aspects. Analysing the functioning of the
TAFT network with respect to the five dimensions implied the use of a variety of
methods and instruments.

Hence, instead of developing a unified évaluation tool for overall impacts a sets of
context, spécifie tools hâve been applied to evaluate various cases of malfunctioning.
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More specifically, the group used the following approaches in the différent contexts:

• Micro level (individual actors behaviour).
Stated offers analysis of freight forwarders' behaviour.
Policy network analysis.

• Aggregate level (network flow models).
Mode choice and freight distribution models.
Neural network models.
Qualitative flow forecasts.

The applications of this diversity of methods produced a number of significant results
with respect to singular aspects of TAFT. The research illustrâtes how various
influences, national, rail, environmental and political are preventing progress towards
better use of the infrastructure, resulting in a focus on big infrastructure projects,
which are only limited by increased funding problems.

In line with the COST 328 approach, which is concentrating upon value-added use by
actors of infrastructure which is itself passive, TAFT has been viewed as flows, for
which the modal links are part of the hardware, but other éléments are also involved.
There are significant différences in the features of flows by the various transalpine
routes, as well as modal split between rail and road. Switzerland serves
predominantly rail freight, while road use is concentrated on the French and Austrian
routes. Combined transport has begun to play a rôle, mainly through Switzerland.

Infrastructure is not yet a bottleneck on the routes concerned. Although there is some
congestion on road, there is theoretically a substantial capacity reserve which could
be activated under other circumstances, such as réductions in regulatory restrictions.
Although financing is clearly a barrier to réalisation of substantial new links, which
may be justified for other reasons such as ecological requirements or organisational
shortcomings, this is not seen as a basic barrier to optimisation. The ongoing survival
of some combined transport links is not a financial problem, but rather an
organisational matter, since subsidy is an aspect of regulatory intervention on market
functioning.

The conclusion reached is that the most critical barrier to efficient network
intégration in the Trans Alpine sector is Organisational. Two features of the findings
are highlighted hère :

1. The TAFT market is over-regulated, National, régional, local and mode-specific
interests dominate over the interest of serving transport problems in an integrated
way. This régulation reduces the capacity of the network through disintegration.

2. The national dimension has a négative impact on TAFT network intégration. Most
suppliers are local monopolies, and a market structure orientated on the national
market dimension has developed. Small fragmented operators with inefficient use
of scale are the resuit. Market access is difficult.

The TAFT studies suggest that the European discussion on the séparation of track and
opérations reflects the need of free access because it is the only way to make
compétition work, even though in économie terms it is doubtful whether such a
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disintegration returns higher efficiency and profit than an integrated opération. The
existing 28 tonne weight restriction in Switzeriand and the ban on night goods vehicle
driving has been shown to hâve an impact équivalent to a 20% price différence, but to
provide no incentive to greater efficiency, so inducing the known détours through
France and Italy. The existing environmental capacity is used less efficiently. Pricing
schemes with fixed and variable éléments hâve an incentive to lower other costs and
improve compétition.

Critical Success Factors (CSFs) - The critical success factors and the relevant actors
found in the research can be listed according to the pentagon of concerns. From the
reults hère, improving the functioning of the TAFT network primarily implies
improvements in terms of régulation and market organisation. More specifîcally, the
research pointed out that:

1. Hardware is not seen in the first place as a scarce factor; its extension is not an
immédiate CSF. Moreover, route and tunnel construction only créâtes potential,
but does not itself improve efficiency. Critical actors in this field are national
governments which define infrastructure stratégies from a national perspective
rather than taking a European view of Trans Alpine infrastructure needs and
respective funding options.

2. Orgware (organisational and regulatory issues) are shown to be critical. After an
examination of several alternative approaches, it was concluded that it is critical to
improve the competitivity of both the rail and the combined transport sectors, by
intrinsic improvements following the removal of existing barriers. Thèse include
addressing the problems of national monopolies, inadéquate internai flexibility,
lack of market orientated behaviour, and confusion of aims through the
superimposition of national policy goals. Measures which do so are the Critical
Success Factors.

The available instruments are in gênerai terms re-regulation, privatisation, market
opening at a European level and free access. The last of thèse is the most relevant
for the promotion of integrated and intermodal transport. Présent operators cannot
provide compétitive services on today's fragmented market. New entrants require
freedom from national policy restrictions and from a dépendent relationship with
existing railways. Clear rules for infrastructure use, market access, property rights
for basic service providers, and an international harmonisation of norms would
hâve an enormous impact upon intégration of the networks.

The most feasible approach is probably deregulation, removing existing rules
without imposing new rules. This would encourage new partnerships and a more
incentive-oriented approach. It is in the orgware domain where we find most of
the critical actors. Thèse are the national railways, the national combined transport
companies, the road transport sectors which ail in one way or in another profit
from the current overegulation of the TAFT market and the subséquent
disintegration of the TAFT network. In addition, regulatory agencies hâve a
limited knowledge of alternative modem options for re-regulation and also a
limited interest to implement them.
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3. Ecoware (Ecological aspects) has a rôle to play in that it is at présent one of the
sources of distortion of choice, and that the concept of ecological capacity is
thereby introduced - but this is also a part of the organisational environment. The
environmental interest groups represent another set of critical actors in so far as
they combine, especially in the TAFT context, narrowly defined local interests
with more gênerai environmental concerns.

4. Software has a certain rôle, for rail and combined transport, where open
harmonised Systems are not yet operational, but this is not seen as a leading
Critical Success Factor.

5. Finware (Finance) is not seen as a primary barrier to raising efficiency.

Presenting critical actors and factors this way makes it obvious that actors' behaviour
cuts across the logic of concerns. But one important finding is that actors play a
strategically critical part in the sphère of régulation and market organisation.

Summary - The TAFT market fails to fonction efficiently due to various policy
failures. First, transport policies hâve been and are still following a national logic.
Régulations in the transport sector on a national level together with national planning
perspectives of the infrastructure hinder the émergence of an integrated TAFT
network. Secondly, policies which hâve been designed in the interest of national
players, such as railways and combined transport companies, are only slowly giving
way to an integrated European approach. Thirdly, the newly arisen focus on
environmental issues leads to un-holy alliances with the already existing interests.
This leads to a situation where différent stakeholders strongly support a transport
policy focusing on national issues. Under thèse circumstances, the policy options are
severely limited.

Thèse results hâve been achieved through the application of a variety of methods and
a synthesis of the évidence found. Aggregate flow models allowed for the
quantification of the overall implications of spécifie stratégies (e.g. the 28 tons limit),
whereas microeconomic analysis has given more précision to stratégie potentials in
terms of price stratégies for forwarders. The combination of this évidence has helped
to identify critical success factors. Introducing actors analysis has permitted spécifie
weights to be given to thèse factors in terms of relevant actors in the case of spécifie
bottlenecks. Finally, the organisation of the arguments according to the pentagon
dimensions has given a cohérent overview on the findings. Thus, the pentagon
perspective has been used as a référence for in terms of critical dimensions of the
issue and not as an analytical device - which it is not.

The conclusion is that, in contrast to earlier expectations, organisational issues form
the key Critical Success Factor for improving the opportunities of network intégration
on the Trans Alpine freight route networks. Thèse findings are clearly not only
confined to the Alpine routes, but their significance in the concentrated, highly
political, and highly compétitive environment of the Trans Alpine range is to be
noted.
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3.3 Working Group 3 : Compétition and Complementarity
Background - Récent policy developments in the European transport sector suggest a
high degree of deregulation, accompanied by and reflected in a trend towards
décentralisation and privatisation. The gênerai view is that the market ought to hâve
a more pronounced place in transport décision making. A market system implies by
définition more compétition in order to increase the efficiency of formerly
bureaucratically organised, overregulated transport Systems (e.g. in aviation, railway
opération, or inland waterways transport). However, at the same time, a drive
towards the market may encounter two major stumbling blocks which would hâve to
be overcome in order to achieve an efficiently operating market system:

• the danger that as a resuit of market compétition a fragmented transport system
will émerge, which suffers from lack of network synergy, critical mass and
complementarity between différent modes which altogether make up a socially
désirable transport system.

• the danger that a strict obeyance to market principles will favour those transport
modes which are economically most efficient, but fail to incorporate the social
costs accruing from externalities such as environmental decay, congestion and
fatalities.

The main task of the COST 328 Working Group on Compétition and
Complementarity in Road, Rail and Waterway (CoCoRoRaWa) transport was to set
out the principles for an évaluation methodology in the transport sector by
investigating systematically the usefulness of the pentagon of concerns for policy
assessment regarding the competitive-complementary of transport décisions. An
important focal point of this working group was to identify and develop relevant
évaluation frameworks and operational assessments methods in order to judge the
socio-economic meaning of extensions or adjustments in transport movements in
Europe.

This analysis is crucially important as transport mobility has drastically increased in
Europe. For example, in the period 1980-1990 freight traffic in Western Europe has
risen with approximately 30 per cent. Car ownership has increased with some 40 per
cent, and passenger traffic with approximately 35 per cent. The political
developments in Central-and Eastern-Europe leading to a widening of the European
transport market and the increasingly recognised need to take care of the
environmental stress of the transport sector make it necessary to develop an
évaluation system that would incorporate mobility changes, modal shift and
environmental constraints in the mobile Europe. Thus, a balance has to be found
between efficiency, equity and sustainability.

Objectives and Approach - The original objectives of the CoCoRoRaWa group were:
• to develop a systematic, comparative assessment methodology for road-rail-

waterways compétition and complementarity regarding intermodal transport in
Europe, mainly seen from an actors' perspective in a liberalised transport market;

• to position the actual passenger and freight development in a contestable
European transport market by means of suitable and measurable indicators
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depicting the stratégie demand and supply characteristics of the évolution of this
market;

• to develop a cross-modal and cross-national comparative analysis - preferably in a
quantitative sensé - for the performance of various modes and their actors.

The CoCoRoRaWa group has next made an attempt to establish the following
methodological and applied links with the gênerai COST 328 approach:
• to focus on multimodal issues in Europe, with spécifie attention on the

identification and operational définition of indicators for the measurement of
integrated European network performance;

• to address the issue of synergy in European networks by paying attention to the
efficient opération (added value) of interoperable networks;

• to analyse the rôle of différent (new) actors in the European transport market,
with a spécifie view on the stratégie rôle of market-based initiatives in freight
transport (including social costs).

The CoCoRoRaWa exercise has aimed to contribute to policy analyses of intermodal
European freight transport by using the following methodological tools:
• policy scénario analysis based on exogenous futures, sustainability policies, and

infrastructure options;
• assessment of bottlenecks in European transport via a strength-weakness analysis

and an analysis of critical success factors for multimodality (based on the
pentagon approach);

• development of a survey-based and actor-oriented methodology for setting
priorities in intermodal freight transport infrastructures in Europe.

The pentagon prism introduced above was used as a gênerai framework for setting up
the methodology and for undertaking the empirical case studies.

Results -. The methodological and empirical work was undertaken in two différent,
but complementary approaches.
1. First, using the five critical success factors encapsulated in the pentagon of

concerns, a European survey was held among transport experts in order to identify
the bottlenecks and the most promising éléments of European intermodal transport
policy, in particular regarding freight transport by rail and road. It turned out that
financing and organisation were by far the weakest éléments in a coordinated
European multimodal policy. This means that in future multimodal infrastructure
network plans such aspects would need prominent attention.

2. Secondly, a European commodity flow study on road-rail compétition was carried
out by maximising the benefits of network synergy in Europe. Hère neural
network analysis turned out to be a fruitful analytical tool. In addition, the
environmental costs were introduced by assuming various user charge policy
scénarios for European freight flows. Clearly, the implementation of such
market-based environmental policies will hâve an impact on the spatial
distribution of flows, but does not lead to a dramatic décline in transport flows.

The assessment and évaluation framework outlined above has been applied to the
assessment of the efficiency and the state of transport modes in Europe and of the
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network as a whole. This has been pursued at two levels. First, the technical
éléments and their operational aspects hâve been evaluated. Secondly, the
operational-managerial characteristics (environmental, économie, service/ network)
of a " good" or satisfactorily operating freight transport network hâve been assessed.
Such desired trends hâve been defined for each mode and for the entire System.

At the more disaggregate level, the study has tried to trace, identify and assess the
décisive barriers that prevent a well-functioning operating of the freight road-rail
network. Thèse factors hâve again been traced at two levels, namely the national level
and the European level. In addition a distinction between intermodel transport lines
and terminais has been made.

The issue of achieving a satisfactory freight transport network has also been
examined. For designing the necessary policy the crucial success factors hâve been
carefully studied and their relative importance systematically assessed. For the
identification of both current barriers and success factors the pentagon of concerns
has again been used. This model distinguishes the relevant barriers into five main
catégories: financial, organisational, hardware, software and ecological barriers
(table 5).

The conclusion reached is that the development of a well functioning multi-modal
transport framework émerges as a promising solution for several current transport
problems and related externalities. However, it appears that the existing state of
multi-modal networks is lagging far behind the desired level, especially in the case of
road-rail coopération. The survey exercise performed in the framework of the présent
study showed thus clearly that transport experts in Europe attach a high desirability to
the development of an efficient and effective multi-modal network, and this will be
bénéficiai to the transport sector and society as a whole.

Table 5: Survey ofthe Results

Gap between existing and "desired"
intermodal transport.
National level
Gap between existing and "desired"
intermodal transport.
European level
Gap between existing and "desired"
intermodal terminais.
National level
Gap between existing and "desired"
intermodal terminais.
European level

Crucial
Barriers

financial
hardware

financial
hardware

financial
hardware

financial
hardware

Médium
Barriers

organisational

organisational

Low Barriers

software
psychological
meta-variables
organisational
software
psychological
software
psychological

software
psychological

However, this évolution is burdened by serious obstacles. It seems that there are
prohibitive financial, technical, organisational and other problems. In particular, the
coopération level between European countries for the development of a fully
interoperable railways System is rather weak at présent. Moreover, railways hâve an
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important rôle to play in the development of an effective network. Other technical
problems, such as those related to the existence of spécifie rolling stock émerge as a
décisive barrier and should be taken into account. Financial issues involved in the
création of sufficient rail infrastructure and intermodal terminais seem to be a rather
prohibitive obstacle in almost ail European countries and relevant institutions.

On the other hand, the importance of proper intermodal terminais is considered as
fundamental by most European experts. They indicate that there is a great lack of
intermodal terminais which otherwise could facilitate an effective rail-road network.
The development of proper terminais is also burdened by serious financial and intra-
European coopération obstacles.

Conclusion - It turns out that the socio-economic added value of networks in Europe
can be assessed by operationalising the pentagon éléments and by using
environmental policy scénarios for European freight flows. In this context, our final
recommendations emerging from our study concern the development of a policy for
removing the financial and hardware technical barriers, since multi-modal freight
transport émerges as a promising évolution in économie, social and environmental
terms . Such a policy may hâve a European (international) perspective which takes
into account the particular national characteristics in each country. In this
framework, the adoption of common technical standards for railways opération and
the introduction of new financial schemes émerges as prerequisites. On the other
hand, such development requires new législation and social adjustments concerning
the market structure, the management and the ownership of enterprises and
infrastructure in the transport sector.

In conclusion, in the light of the capacity of the current European networks for
commodity transport in an integrating economy and in the light of the unacceptably
high environmental stress of road transport, new logistic Systems based on combined
transport as a blend of différent modalities are necessary. This will increase capacity,
reduce congestion and environmental decay, and make the European network
economy more efficient, but this outeome requires dedicated policy stratégies on both
inermodal transport and on transhipment terminais.

A more liberalised transport market may increase the efficiency of intermodal
transport opérations, while also environmental externalities may be included. The
critical success factors of such a market may be mapped out by the application of
survey methods among experts and stakeholders, while using multicriteria and
disaggregate choice analysis. The resulting transport flows may be gauged by using
neural network analysis.
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3.4 Working Group 4 : The Rôle of Actors
A comprehensive survey was carried out through a questionnaire survey of ail COST
328 countries on the actors' strategy towards the intégration of networks. It was
designed to include ail those currently involved in décisions relating to the use and
intégration of networks, and to elicit concerns and opportunities about the future.

At the national level the state still has a dominant rôle in determining investment
priorities for the infrastructure, even though powers are being devolved to régions and
to autonomous agencies. It is not just in décisions on investment, but the state
controls finances (or access to finance, régulations and taxation. This stratégie rôle
also affects the level of intégration in networks, but hère the expérience of différent
countries is very variable with some having clear central direction, whilst others take
a more permissive rôle as intégration and other leave it to the market. The rôle of
autonomous agencies is fairly widespread with respect to ports and airports, but less
common for railways and roads. The state has a key rôle hère in ownership and the
provision of services, although in some countries the use of contracts and tendering
procédures are become more common as the state gradually withdraws frôm service
provision.

The rôle of the régions reflects that of the state at the more local level. Rather than
investing in the network, the régions' primary concern is in the maintenance of the
network and in the provision of services on the network. In some countries, the
régions hâve powers to raise capital, but in others they are restricted to seeking state
funding. The régions hâve only a minor rôle in the intégration of networks as their
powers and financing opportunities are limited. Perhaps there is a major rôle that the
régions could play in providing information and advice on the optimal use of the
networks to passengers and freight hauliers.

The rôle of financial institutions and private capital in the construction of
infrastructure is limited, except where there are government guarantees. Some
potential exists on small to médium scale projects where the risks are low and there
are good prospects for returns on investments (e.g. bridges and tunnels). The greatest
potential for private sector involvement in infrastructure investment is through joint
ventures between the public and private sectors.

The survey has not found an important rôle for the major transport operators in the
intégration of networks. The tendency has been towards greater fragmentation as
operators seek to increase their market share at the expense of their competitors. This
lack of intégration is particularly apparent at the interfaces between modes, but there
are some promising examples of greater coopération through such schemes as park
and ride, combined transport and better transfer facilities (including interchanges).
The rôle of the trade unions is very variable as their power is considérable in some
countries, but it has been substantially reduced in others. Modernisation is supported
by the unions provided that jobs are safeguarded and working conditions improved.
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The power of environmental lobbies is again variable between the countries surveyed.
Their gênerai influence may be limited, but they are still powerful when focused on
particular issues (e.g. a new road or new runway capacity). Similarly, the industry
lobbies are still influential when économie factors are debated, particularly jobs, but it
is the environmental lobbyists that seem to be more effective in their methods and in
influencing opinion on the choices to be made in the transport sector.

The rôle of shippers is substantial in achieving network intégration and in providing
door-to-door services, and they hâve been effective in providing intermodal services.
This change has been facilitated by the new logistics, the new integrators (e.g.
express delivery) and the requirements of the service sector for immédiate response,
but often it is provided at a premium price.

Another set of new actors has arisen in the leisure sector through multi-modal tour
operators. Services are again becoming more tailored to the individual at a premium
price, rather than being offered as a cheap package. Quality seems to be a key
objective. Individual companies are also providing their own integrated distribution
networks, making optimal use of their own vehicles, the information highway and the
relatively low costs of transport.

In summary, the survey found:
1. The rôle of the state (and the EU) is crucial in providing the framework and

direction for policy, including régulation, finance, investment, intégration and
opération of the network;

2. The régions hâve less of an instrumental rôle, but more responsibilities for the
maintenance of the infrastructure and provision of services;

3. The private sector has a limited rôle in investment, unless in partnership with the
state or in particular projects where risks can be shared. It has a much greater rôle
in the provision of services;

4. Operators are more concerned over their own market share, rather than the
intégration of the network. Récent changes (e.g. deregulation and privatisation)
hâve led to fragmentation of services;

5. Environmental and industrial actors are powerful, particularly when focused on
single issues or on the employment implications of actions;

6. Shippers hâve an instrumental rôle in providing effectively door-to-door services,
particularly where intermodal services are required. This is a major growth area
with the use of logistics and the émergence of new integrators;

7. The growth in leisure-based activities again offers new opportunities for integrated
service provision to a new market.

More generally, one of the main findings of the survey was the increased flexibility in
the use of the network. Patterns of use changed daily as requirements of travellers
and businesses also changed - this has resulted in the émergence of a large number of
small scale créative new actors. The market is in a transition phase from one based
on more traditional actors based in manufacturing and highly structured forms of
distribution, together with regularised travel patterns, to one that is flexible and based
on the new service and information economy, with flat slim-lined organisational
structures and very variable patterns of travel demand. The new operators will be the
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customers themselves as supply chains and demand patterns become increasingly
personalised. Interactions will take place directly with the providers of goods and
services (e.g. through the internet) - the whole System is customer driven.

If thèse revolutionary changes take place, then the concepts of intégration also
changes as infrastructure networks become more varied and as gênerai networks are
replaced by individual ones. Intégration has been seen as a collective responsibility to
provide the most efficient service for ail users. But now it may be an individual
responsibility that requires a particular service to a particular user at a particular time
to meet a spécifie set of requirements. The requirements are the use made of the
network will change according to internai and external factors in a dynamic way.

The rôle of the actors in determining the access to the network and the use made of it
is reflected in the figure at the end of this report. The dynamics of change hâve been
underestimated and the rôle of existing and new actors is also in the process of
transformation. Traditional views of a small group of influential décision makers are
being replaced by an infïnitely flexible arrangement where each person, in each
location on each day is an actor in determining both how they use the network, and as
a conséquence of their individual actions they affect the décisions of others on how
they use (or do not use) the same network. Actors, individual and collectively, are
instrumental in our understanding of how networks are used.

4. Conclusions

Inevitably, as a resuit of the work carried out under COST 328, there are a wide
ranging set of conclusions that hâve arisen. In the previous section (Section 3), the
individual results from each of the four working groups hâve been placed within the
évaluation framework (Section 2). In this section, the overall conclusions are
presented where the findings eut across the four working groups.

The net resuit of thèse changes and the dynamics of the processes has meant that the
use of the European stratégie transport network is in a state of rapid adjustment. The
value added is not from the physical use of the transport network as this forms a
declining part of the total production process, but value cornes from flexible
production processes, new users of the network, out-sourcing and décentralisation,
together with fundamental changes in organisation and management processes.
Transport intensity has grown as both tonne-kms and passenger-kms are increasing at
a greater rate than the growth in the European economy. Three main sets of
conclusions are presented.

4.1 Networks and Intégration
Throughout the activities of COST 328, it has been realised that networks are much
wider than the physical infrastructure which is conventionally considered within
évaluation. COST 328 started with the pentagon of concerns, but this has been
extended to cover évaluation of policies, programmes and projects, and the crucial
rôle that actors hâve in the construction and use of ail forms of networks. Actors
hâve a key rôle to play in network efficiency and the new range of actors, particularly
the integrators, add value to the networks.
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Network intégration is demand led within a market environment. Although the actors
can facilitate intégration through régulation, price, location and other complementary
policies, it is the user of the network which primarily détermines the level of
intégration. The freight sector best illustrâtes this conclusion through its
reorganisation - value added is in the form of the new flexible production processes
with outsourcing and décentralisation, together with new management structures. It
seems likely that other sectors (e.g. passenger) will adapt in the same way so that the
integrated services will respond to the demand of users for high quality "seamless"
travel (e.g. in the leisure sector) - this is the customer driven network.

Full network intégration requires a linking of transport networks, together with
économie, cultural and other networks. Ail of thèse networks interrelate, and it is
difficult to apply one form of évaluation. Even if it was possible to develop a unified
évaluation tool for network intégration, the product is likely to be technocratie and
only able to tackle part of the problem. This is a feature of current methods which
mainly address a single mode in the context of a single project with only one (or a
few) impacts (e.g. the physical infrastructure). COST 328 proposes a multiplicity of
approaches and methods (Section 4.2) and the analysis carried out concentrâtes on the
functioning of networks in particular contexts. In particular, it is the organisational
dimension of the pentagon of concerns which is crucial in the évaluation of the value
added from the European transport network.

One unresolved issue is that a necessary condition for the efficient use of networks is
the requirement for high quality data, so that décisions are based on the best possible
information. Within compétitive markets, this is difficult as data hâve a high value
and as compétitive âdvantage may rely on exclusive access to information. Further
research is required to assess the overall EU-wide benefits of décisions being made
on full knowledge and the best available data, as compared with individual actions
based on partial knowledge and information. It is increasingly important that
décisions are based on full knowledge and information, and that the most appropriate
technology is used if network efficiency is to be improved. The maximum societal
value added could then coincide with the maximum individual value added.

4.2 Evaluation and Methods
Across and within the four working groups of COST 328, a multiplicity of
évaluation methods hâve been used. This is in stark contrast to the starting
point of the action where it was proposed to develop a single évaluation tool. It
was found that a unique évaluation method is neither feasible nor désirable. As
ail four working groups opted for a comprehensive évaluation of the various
aspects of a network (project, program, policy level, and the pentagon of
concerns), a single method could not comprehend the complexity of the
évaluation task. Various individual methods are very précise on single aspects
and it is not désirable to lose this précision.

Consequently, this multi method strategy has proven to be essential to our
understanding of the key components of évaluation rather than a common logic
for ordering the évidence. This has been found along the two dimensions
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évaluation/décision level (actors perspective) and pentagon of concerns (factors
perspective).

As can be seen from the final report, there is no single valued relationship either
between évaluation/décision level and type of method, or between the diverse
dimensions of the pentagon and the kind of approach used. On the contrary, a
methodological conclusion from the work in COST 328 is that on any object
level it pays to apply either more than one method or to use non orthodox
approaches. In concrète terms, this means analysing actors' behaviour in a
policy context using a policy network approach and a microeconomic approach,
or evaluating aggregate impacts on a project level, as well as behavioural
aspects on a programme level.

Obviously, the above implies that the action has taken a political économie
view on the évaluation task in the case of networks. Evaluation needs to
consider the potential for actors to exploit new opporrunities to give thern a
comparative advantage or to profit by providing services - and this applies in
both core and peripheral areas in Europe.

4.3 Globalisation and Internationalisation
One of the principle factors affecting the development of transport in Europe has been
the increasing internationalisation and globalisation of économie activity. This acts
as both a cause and effect of changes in transport. As a cause it leads to changing
patterns of demand and flow as multinational companies alter their patterns of
investment in the global market. Thus the transport System has to change to meet
thèse changing needs, and governments at ail levels are conscious of the need to
respond in anticipation of new investment to ensure the investment takes place. As
an effect, thèse changes in the transport System, which both confirm the centrality of
some locations and open up others, présent new possibilities to the internationalising
firm resulting in new clusters of activity.

This internationalisation occurs both within Europe and between Europe and the rest
of the world. Within Europe, firms from one country are involved in new investment
in another country, but at the same time there are non European fïrms investing
within Europe. In the latter case the investment is seen as évidence of the increasing
attractiveness of European locations for production (i.e. increasing competitiveness).
In the former case, it not only reflects changes in "competitiveness" between
différent régions within Europe, it also has effects on the process of convergence or
divergence in the économie performance of thèse régions (i.e. cohésion). In both
cases décisions which hâve a significant impact on the transport network in any
région are being taken outside the région most affected, the distribution of power and
control is thus crucial to efficient décisions about new investments, how they are
financed, their detailed planning and their opération.

The restructuring of industry within Europe is part of a world-wide process of
change, involving the introduction of new technology and new patterns of production
to existing sectors, and the introduction of new, more customer oriented services.
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This is seen in various ways. Traditional manufacturing is concentrated in fewer,
larger plants, controlled by fewer multinational enterprises. Large investments are
made depending on a variety of local conditions, of which good transport is only one.
Thèse are investments which can be less permanent than in traditional sectors, adding
further to the loss of control by actors within a particular région or country.
However, such investments may hâve very spécifie infrastructure requirements which
become part of the package necessary to attract large investments into a région.
Improved local transport, better télécommunications, airport and seaport investment
ail feature strongly in this, with new compétition between régions being created.

Hence it is not sufficient just to identify the balance of critical concerns from the
pentagon used as a starting point in this study, nor even a simple division into the
scale of the impact and the identification of the responsible level for décision making.
Actors and their influence eut across ail of thèse concerns. Thèse influences involve
compétition between actors for favoured locations and preferential access to
improved networks, compétition between régions within Europe and between Europe
and the rest of the world for new investment.

In such a world, policy action and reaction by government authorities at ail levels,
local, régional, national and supranational (e.g. European Union) become as
important as the physical environment and the structure of networks which were
previously seen as the major barriers. Understanding the constraints placed on the
choices available to policy and décision makers at ail levels is likely to be the most
critical success factor.
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1. Introduction

COST 328 is a study which opens up a séries of reflections on the benefits of, and the
nature of, public and private investment into public infrastructure at a European level.
It raises issues which are sometimes uncomfortable, and which sometimes suggest
contradictory éléments which will make policy and stratégie infrastructure décisions
even more difficult in future. In particular, however, it confirms that it will not be
possible to evaluate European projects such as the proposed TENs by traditional
means, usually national and modally based. While not yet proposing conclusively
methods of évaluation which will reliably replace traditional approaches, it
demonstrates that actor behaviour will in future be the key to use made of
infrastructure networks. Open transportation markets, and a Single Europe, within a
global économie environment, hâve created a drive to optimise use of modes and
networks, and hâve engendered the call for effective 'integrators' who add value to
network use by their own end-user-driven actions.

COST 328 does not in any way invalidate the concepts of network extensions as an
instrument of greater cohésion or of European intégration. It endorses the view that
new infrastructure will be necessary to ensure that compétitive opportunities within
and throughout Europe are assured. However, it warns that infrastructure provision
alone, and particularly national modal infrastructure planning, cannot produce an
automatic and predictable intégration response, from the new European deregulated
user and supply markets. Intégration will be demand- and user-led. Markets will
develop around the available infrastructure, so as to use it in créative, added-value
ways which imply user's choice and compétitive freedoms. COST 328 concludes that
the infrastructure networks as illustrated by the TENs are not, alone, the whole
answer to optimisation and économie efficiency, since user behaviour will continue
to détermine how relevant the modal networks can be. The factors determining user
behaviour hâve been studied. Ongoing research will however be required, if it is
désirable to base future Trans-European investment projects reliably upon trends
which, today in a newly and so far imperfectly deregulated environment, are scarcely
established, are demonstrably unstable, and are not yet predictable.

The study COST 328 is therefore timely. There will be need of considérable
follow-up research, some of which will be appropriate to Framework V of the
European Commission. Publication follows the Helsinki Conférence, which is
seeking to advance the Network proposais of the Treaty of Maastricht. As we will
see, COST 328 endorses infrastructure networks for cohésion and intégration, but
réalisation should be reviewed in terms of overall cost and new objectives, given the
radical change, indicated by the COST 328 study, of the effects of compétitive actor
behaviour, also on notions of peripherality and accessibility, and of barriers to
multimodal efficiency.

European intégration requires trans-European transportation networks which
enable European trade and markets to function. This is repeatedly confirmed. Présent
user attitudes suggest that there is a high level of user dissatisfaction with the
incomplète, and nationally-based, networks which hâve resulted from previous
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planning procédures. However, trade and transportation are between régions of
cultural characteristics which generate désirable products and services. The proposed
Trans European Networks are Value Added Networks, therefore, to be viewed as
équivalent, in télécommunications terms, of a World Area Network WAN, supporting
the Single Market and increased growth, competitiveness and wealth. Local Area
Networks LAN involving cities, and local clusters, such as port régions, are the Hubs
of the TEN. Thèse hâve two purposes, the adaptation of global products to local
markets, and, the local création of new products for the global markets.

It has become clear with COST 328 that adéquate infrastructure is in this context a
necessity, but that, unless it is accessible, so as facilitate flexible use by competing
value-adding operators, its benefits may not be realised. The study indicates that
there are considérable barriers at présent distorting optimal, créative response
to the value-added potential of networks. Thèse barriers prevent maximisation of
potential network synergies. They are differentiated in the study by type, using a
PENTAGON analysis approach of five areas, identified as financial, hardware,
organisational, ecological and software. Financial considérations are clearly présent,
in investment needs, and in the cost of using certain modes, but particularly
significant are organisational and hardware barriers between modes. In the
Transalpine studies especially, but also in other surveys, the inability of the rail
mode to meet requirements of interconnectivity, and to create a cohérent
European network, is a particularly striking obstacle to optimisation of multi-
modal network efficiency. Rail use is therefore typically well below its potential
performance. If the TENs are essentially planned as modal networks, it will be the
interchanges between them and into them, the access conditions, and the ability of
users to control the quality of events which are the driving forces towards créative,
compétitive optimisation. This optimisation will clearly be distorted if, as is
apparently the case, individual modes, are prevented by national, open or concealed
regulatory, or other obstacles from responding to market demands.

Because of the geographical realities, and the degree of local adaptation to
barriers, strengths and weaknesses which is to be found in ail situations, there is no
homogeneous view valid throughout Europe on measurement values and quantifiable
indicators of performance or efficiency. Moreover, incomplète and discrepant data on
modal network use, also in the future, as user activity becomes more freely
compétitive, with less centralised data, means that approximate, fuzzy logic
évaluation will require to be further developed. Modelling of case studies by Logit
and Neural Network models has given promising results, and indicates an
encouraging field for further exploration.

The need of économie cohésion and intégration is today also being met in peripheral
areas by the Fonds de Cohésion of the European Union, which is supporting,
among other things, sélective infrastructure improvements on the periphery of the
European Union. This support is valuable to the régions concerned, and is not to be
confused with the need for new approaches to évaluation of TEN proposais.

What COST 328 has also achieved is to demonstrate that peripherality and
accessibility are not only a function of geography, distance or direct transport cost,
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although thèse parameters influence économie prosperity. The behaviour of actors in
a compétitive situation, and the degree of local spécialisation, will modify the
perception and impact of thèse values. Critical is the concept of user's choice, and
the interest of service providers to operate creatively and competitively.

Acknowledgements: The study has been conducted over a wide area and with a great
diversity of situations to be considered. The results of the study reflect a very wide
range of support and contributions, generated in the sixteen signatory countries to the
study, some of which were able to make available funding for spécifie contributions
to the work. The studies made available were channelled through the four appointed
Working Groups and their co-ordinators, under the Presidency of Prof. Michel
Frybourg. Thèse contributions, which are available for detailed study and are listed
with their authors in the Appendix, were essential, first, to review and establish the
extent of the problem, and, then, to illustrate the breadth of behaviours and obstacles
encountered in the présent situation, and the diversity of the local, régional and
national situations and their needs. Certain international survey studies were also
undertaken to obtain a widely based European expérience on the issues involved. The
Study COST 328 is only meaningful in the light of ail thèse contributions.

2. Background to ISINE

By 1993, there was developing a growing awareness in Europe, in both transport
planning and infrastructure planning circles, that the means of planning and
évaluation of investments in new, large transport infrastructure projects of European
importance were not adéquate. Conventional appraisal of the économie utility of
thèse investments was unlikely to be effective, since a number of factors had changed
or had been newly adopted. Thèse changed the parameters for investment décision
making. They included, in the context of the Treaty of Maastricht, the single market,
the increased importance of European intégration, and the multimodal nature of
provision of compétitive logistic services, with progressive libéralisation of the
European transport markets. This problem of évaluation was likely to be a major
obstacle to the réalisation of joint publicly and privately financed infrastructure
projects, such as the intégration of Europe was seen to require.

COST 328 is designed, through research into new évaluation methods, to address the
inadequacy of traditional methods of infrastructure investment évaluation.

Since its adoption in 1994, with a duration of the action for 3 years, the new factors
described above hâve become gênerai realities. Further factors hâve emerged, and in
a dynamic and liberalised market environment the process of change has taken on a
vigour of its own. Demand has also changed, and an increasing internationalisation,
or globalisation, of European trade is also apparent. An early end of this process of
fondamental change, both in the use made of transportation, and in the actors
responsible for it, is neither foreseeable nor, indeed, désirable.

At the same time, the réalisation of Trans-European Network projects as described in,
and defined subséquent to, the Treaty of Maastricht, is seen as an urgent political and
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économie necessity, and the Commission has actively pursued means of realising
thèse, despite the recognised financial and political difficulties.

There is therefore an urgent and on-going need to establish better, forward-looking
methods of infrastructure appraisal and évaluation, and this task has started with
COST 328. It has not, of course, in this rapidly changing environment, been
completed in this single three-year COST study. The first objective is to identify new
approaches, and to identify the as yet unknown behaviour pattems and Critical
Success Factors which will influence the effectiveness of thèse planned investments.
Out of this will émerge new, as yet untried, but promising, Unes of future research.

2.1 Networks and Intégration
The White Paper 'Growth, Competitiveness and Employment' of the European
Commission (COM (93) 700 final) described the need for European networks in the
following terms, as part of a programme to enhance competitiveness (Section II of the
White Paper, Chapter 3): 'Networks are the arteries of the single market; they are the
lifeblood of competitiveness, and their malfunction is reflected in lost opportunities to
create new markets, and hence in a level of job création that falls short of our
potential. The establishment of networks of the highest quality throughout the whole
Community and beyond its frontiers is a priority task'.

Within the framework of Title XII of the Treaty of Maastricht, the objective of
developing Trans-European Networks is to enable citizens, économie operators and
régional and frontier communities to dérive full benefit from the setting up of an area
without internai frontiers, and to link the peripheral régions with the centre.

The création of high-performance, économie networks for energy,
télécommunications and transportation was therefore seen as a necessary part of an
economically effective, compétitive and créative Europe. However, it was necessary
to note certain key factors:

• The financial resources of the Union and the member states could not support
public financing beyond that already planned.

• The massive investments required especially in transportation infrastructures
nécessitâtes new types of partnerships between private and public financing.

• The absence of open and compétitive markets hampers, to différent degrees, the
optimum use of existing networks, and their completion

• The inhérent sluggishness of the préparation, planning, authorisation and
évaluation procédures créâtes major obstacles to the implementation of large
projects.

For transportation networks, the scale of the investments envisaged within member
states was estimated in 1993 at ECU 3 0 - 3 5 million per year, to which came also
investments required to extend networks beyond the Union's boundaries. It was
proving difficult to attract private capital involvement in this field, for two reasons:
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the risk inhérent in such projects dampens the enthusiasm of the private investor, this
risk including feasibility, technical viability, authorisations, and compétition from
other modes, and
• uncertainty about the return on, and profitability of, the investments.

The Commission required each project to be evaluated within the public and private
partnership principle, with focus on ail the inhérent risks of the project and the
possibilities for covering thèse. Identification was required of 'the nature of the
instruments which could be used to assess the expected revenue from the projected
traffic', and 'évaluation of the risks presented by each project'. Economie benefit
would also include employment création and industrial impact, over and above the
économie viability of the project as such'. Increased competitivity of advanced
technology products, and services, would merit spécial attention.

The décision to commission the COST 328 study recognised the need to introduce
thèse, and perhaps other éléments, into the économie évaluation of networks.

In particular, the lack of intégration of existing national networks was identified in
the Mémorandum of Agreement to COST 328 as an obstacle to économie and
social cohésion in Europe, and to its performance. With regard to transport of goods,
the increasing splitting up of activities between companies, and logistic intégration of
industrial and commercial processes, are clearly determined by the transport function
in companies' activity patterns. For passengers, changing social patterns generate
greater demand for mobility among European citizens.

European intégration, the effective running of the internai market, and globalisation
of trade appeared therefore to require a new frame of référence to assess
infrastructure networks, on both a national and international scale. This was not being
undertaken, nor was it known how it should be attempted. European transport
infrastructure is historically composed of a number of national networks, for each
mode of transport. Analysis and évaluation takes place within national borders, and
even the limited international networks remain modal. A further considération is that
while the définition of infrastructure supply remains modal, and to a great extent
intra-national, the pattern of demand for infrastructure is known to be changing, with
the émergence of operators linked to market segments rather than to modes.

This introduces into the évaluation requirement the behaviour of actors and players,
which, in a liberalised compétitive environment, with international intermodal
possibilities, was likely to be the décisive élément to require new, and not yet
existing, methodology. Infrastructure is passive; utility is now increased by a wide
variety of 'value added' services, which co-ordinate and manage an increasingly large
proportion of the traffic flow. The network operators providing such 'value added'
services are demand driven, and no longer dominated by the transport mode. The
demand to which they are responding is itself developing rapidly, as trading patterns,
compétition, global and supply-chain logistics, and the économie trading
environment, increasingly influence the trading décisions which détermine the
demand for transport.
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3. The main objective of COST 328

This is, then, in accordance with the Mémorandum of Understanding of September
14, 1994, COST /315/94, 'to contribute to a stratégie définition of the intégration of
the Trans-European networks and to stimulate thought on the development of
méthodologies for the assessment of performances of transport networks and for
stratégies for their development and/or intégration'.

The COST 328 action has taken a new approach by examining the stratégies of
transport actors to make best use of the potential of infrastructure networks. It has
examined performance indicators and Critical Success Factors for intégration of
Trans-European Networks.

The Action was planned to consist of two overlapping areas:

• Design of évaluation methodology: This involves identification of performance
indicators such as productivity, spatial cohésion, harmonisation, externalities and
yield management. There are links between such factors and critical factors of
success or failure such as financing problems, institutional matters, and
technological compatibility. Network operators drive demand and generate added
value, through their ability to satisfy demand by exploiting the performance
opportunities which thèse indicators measure.

• Validation of the évaluation method: this involves application of methods to
various case studies.

The Action has been carried out in collaboration with NECTAR (Network on
European Communication and Transport Activity). The proceedings of the NECTAR
Symposium of September 1996 in Mons incorporated various research results and
publications produced as part of COST328.

Seminars and Colloquia
The Study COST 328 ISINE organised a two-day Colloquium at Lausanne, on
March 2-3 1995. Proceedings of the Colloquium were published by the European
Commission as VII/169/96-EN, and hâve been taken into account in developing the
Action. Working Group 2 of COST328, TAFT, held a seminar in Lugano in 1/97.

4. COST 328: The issues reviewed

4.1 The basis of the research programme
Interoperable, interconnected trans-European networks are one of the European
Union's major objectives. To bring them about, the Commission set up a programme
of activities involving the définition of networks, priorities for implementation of
their constituent parts, financing options and arrangements, etc.
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As this programme was beginning to matérialise in 1993, the research proposée under
COST 328 was put forward in the context of NECTAR, in the framework of the
European Science Foundation. It drew upon various earlier studies of the significance
of infrastructure and its relationship to économie activity.

4.2 What should be evaluated? What is a measure ofsuccess?
The approach which was adopted for COST 328 in gênerai is illustrated by the
Research paper COST328/9/95 'Towards an Evaluation Framework for
Integrated European Transport Network Opérations' This basic statement of the
issues evolved over a period; it was presented in various forms at the Lausanne ISINE
Colloquium in March 1995, and to the Transport World-Wide Conférence in Sidney
inAugust 1995.

The essential content of this paper is outlined hère, since it is hère that a first attempt
takes place to define, in the new prevailing and foreseeable conditions, what can be
measured and evaluated. The fundamental issue stated from the start was that:

• 'The évaluation of investment programmes related to a network should not be
based on individualpiecemeal projects, but upon the synergy created by network
operators in an interconnected infrastructure The assessment and
évaluation of such a network should therefore not only take account of the way
such a network can be designed and developed, but also (how it is) operated.'

• The récognition that there can be no effective European intégration without
efficiently operating networks linking ail nodes of the European network
economy is not controversial, but this cannot be limited to the mère création of
physical facilities. Positive impacts of infrastructure dérive from the services
provided by those who operate on it. A network is thus a value-added
configuration taking use of an essentially passive infrastructure. It is not
infrastructure alone. Even less is it a map of the TEN proposais, or of existing
facilities.

Various factors are modifying the ways in which value may be added to a passive
infrastructure:

• internationalisation or globalisation of our économies, with associated changes in
the nature of demand

• tendency to reduce regulatory régimes on transport markets
• increasing privatisation of transport chains or parts thereof
• increasing compétition between modes, and need for complementarity between

modes.

Thèse processes are not complète, and are not necessarily inter-related.
Infrastructure network weaknesses limit the réalisation of development potential, and
therefore territorial authorities are sensitive to the impact of infrastructure on spatial,
régional and économie area development. However, the évaluation of investment
programmes related to a network should not be based on individual projects, but upon
the synergy created by network operators in an interconnected infrastructure.
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New policies will be based also upon

• customers' préférences, and not upon modal interests
• a basis of économie user charges (reflecting performance and willingness to pay)
• compétitive third party access.

Traditionally, interest in networks in Europe is instigated by modal supply side
motives. New compétitive behaviour of firms in Europe requires much more focus
upon those actors who co-ordinate, manage and operate flows in this network.
Existing infrastructure management has not generally reflected accountability to
users. Poor cost accounting has been gênerai, and there has been little relationship
between revenues, costs and service performance, while influence of market
instruments, compétition and pricing, has also been limited. National practice has
displayed considérable différences.

As a resuit of new market forces, however, the rôle of public actors is now declining,
while that of private operators is rising. The importance of transport and logistic costs
in the transport chain leads to a need for cost improvement in the transport sector as a
condition for an integrated European infrastructure network. The most important
driving force in transport opérations is therefore executed by those integrators/actors
who fulfil best customers' wishes (cost, speed, reliability)

New rôles in transport resuit from the observed shift from a physical shipment
process to a value-added process. Value-added logistics are an increasing part of this
process.

Central nodes of a transport System tend therefore to become places of stratégie
importance. Large nodes which attract high volumes tend to be more compétitive as
a resuit of économies of scale. Frequency also favours flows between large centres.
Hub-and-spoke models reflect the 'natural' tendency to seek routes and modalities
which ensure large volumes. Thèse trends can already be observed in liner shipping
and in civil aviation.

There are two main groups of actors in this market, the carriers and operators who
offer capacity and facilities (trucks, ships, trains etc.) and the shippers and integrators
who are responsible for a least-cost organisation of transport. There is compétition
between modes on a route and between operators, who hâve to provide
compétitive services on the same route, using the available modes.

The following developments in European are seen as influencing European (freight)
transport opération:

• Intensification of transport (growth faster than économie growth)
• Increase in compétition in freight transport: intense compétition and falling

margins
• Dominant compétitive rôle of price-quality ratio
• The quality of logistic services, and their spatial concentration
• Trend towards Logistics Ports: favourable régions may become dominant actors
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• Increase in intermodal compétition and complementarity

There is a significant conflict between the need to address demand-driven aspects of
Network functioning, resulting from the new compétitive behaviour of fïrms in
Europe, and the earlier lack of interest in a European orientation of users and
integrators. Transport policy and planning were not generally carried out on this
scale, and Intra-European infrastructure networks hâve not followed the rising trend
in international mobility. Nijkamp, Maggi and others (1993) addressed problems of
missing links and networks. Missing networks emerged because transportation
Systems continued to develop in a segmented way, each country seeking its own
solutions for each mode. The net resuit is that current European infrastructure is
becoming out-dated, thus failing to position European économies competitively.

A European orientation towards needs and behaviour of key actors for the
intégration of modes, and the stratégie position of public and private actors, suppliers
and users, has to enter into network policy. This includes the significance of global
actors (European and non-European) for whom Europe is a part of their activities.

An awareness is growing that inter-connected networks, supported by information
technology, can offer a high added value. However, interoperability between différent
modes seems to be very diffïcult in practice. There has to be complementarity
between modes, to benefit from synergies, and compétition between modes to operate
at the most cost efficient conditions.

In a deregulated transportation network, the network performance is customer driven,
so that ultimately customer/user value, benefits or cost-effectiveness, détermine
overall performance of a network. The rôle of integrators in generating added value
over ail the complex parts of a long transport chain is therefore décisive.

Given demand factors, capacity limits and network design, certain driving forces will
be présent:

• institutional organisation and management of a network
• network configuration, structure, cohesiveness, synergy, accessibility, flexibility.
Evaluation of Network performance will normally require to take place within a
constrained domain, shaped by a force field of:
• environmental sustainability
• institutional décision and managerial structures
• spatial interconnectivity at various levels
• degree of standardisation of technologies
• management and control fonctions of operators
• pricing policy for network use

4.3 Interoperability, interconnectivity, and intermodality
A network's quality, and its capability for generating added value, dépend not only
upon quality and capacity of links Connecting transfer points, but also upon the
quality of the transfer and terminal points. Interoperability, interconnectivity, and
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intermodality are therefore properly focal points of European infrastructure network
policy. Thèse concepts are crucial to enhancing the socio-economic benefits of
European networks. The absence of means of assessment in a methodological
framework of analysis is however apparent and has become therefore part of the basis
of COST 328 research.

An Evaluation Framework for European Networks would therefore seek to
identify meaningful and practical indicators, which would permit development of an
appropriate analytical framework for assessment and évaluation.

Network performance may be measured as, for example, économie contribution, and
be a function of quantitative factors such as demand (use, in relation to capacity)
and qualitative factors such as cohesiveness, which can be summarised under the
Maastricht headings of intermodality, interconnectivity and interoperability. The
quantitative measurement of thèse concepts has to be recognised as a difficult
research task. A theoretical compound indicator of cohesiveness would naturally
allow the expectation that performance would rise, as measured cohesiveness of the
network increased.

The absence of realistic data on such values requires that an approach be taken which
resorts to proxy indicators. Thèse, although incomplète, mirror some characteristic
features of European Networks, and therefore permit partial assessment and
évaluation of performance

The Pentagon model (Nijkamp et al., 1993) is used as a basis, as it allows a broader
évaluation framework than a strict économie one, including also environmental and
organisational/institutional aspects. Each of the five thematic areas highlighted can be
a barrier to performance, or an enabling facility, up to the point of identification as a
Critical Success Factor (CSF) for network performance.

Hardware refers to the tangible, material aspects of transport infrastructure. Thèse
serve physically to facilitate transport services or flows generated by users
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• Software refers both to control computer Systems, and to information, booking,
réservation, communications, guidance Systems, etc.

• Orgware comprises ail regulatory, administrative, légal, management and co-
ordination activities and structures on both the demand and the supply side, in both
private and public domains.

• Finware refers not only to the socio-economic cost benefit aspects of new
investments, but also to the way of financing and maintaining new infrastructures,
to pricing structures and public guarantee financing

• Ecoware refers to environmental and ecological concerns, including safety and
energy questions.

The PENTAGON model gives an effective start. Types of indicators which permit,
for each of the areas, subséquent comparable monitoring and planning of projects,
hâve then to be found. However, using thèse as Critical Success Factors which
détermine performance, it is then possible to tabulate typical considérations for them
in respect of the three various cohesiveness factors. A basis has therefore been
evolved which permits not only the mapping of features of the structure of European
networks, but also to monitor its évolution.

Cohesiveness
features

I. Intermodality

II. Interconnectivity

III. Interoperability

Hard ware

Compatibility of
technologies;
uniform standards
for rolling stock;
intermodal
compétition and
complementarity

Accessibility of
terminais or
transfer poipnts;
access to network
modes;
standarized
technology

Advanced
transhipment
equipment

Soft ware

Compatibility
of information
Systems;
logistic
platforms;
informatics
services;
telematics
Tracking and
tracing; EDI;
telematics

Shophisticated
logistics;
surveillance
and guidance
Systems;
training and
éducation

Orgware

Management of
mainports;
design of
transfer points

Localisation of
trasfer points
or terminais;
development of
hub-and-spokes
sytems; Trans-
European
connections
Coordination
of transport
opérations;
efficient
contro;
hazardous
goods control;
local
distribution

Eco ware

Sustainable
transport
behaviour

Savings in
energy use

Efficient
enforcement of
environmental
régulations,
safety
régulations

Finware

Cost
effectiveness;
user charges

Efficiency;
line haulage

Compétitive
strageties

Table : Cohesiveness characteristics in relation toflve critical success factors
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H

Good

Fair

poor

Overcapacity with
high growth

potential
Overcapacity with
moderate growth

potential
Substandard
fiinctioning

Poor

High
performance

Moderate
performance

Insufficient
functioning

Fair

Maximum
performance

Good
performance

Reasonable
performance

Good

Lack
of

capacity
Missing

links

Severe
congestion

excess D/C
Figure : 'Typology of Networks'

The Frybourg/Nijkamp paper, introduced and commented in some détail hère, as a
starting point for more detailed COST 328 research, provided a basis for subséquent
examination of the various situations encountered in Europe, taken up in the work of
four Working Groups. It anticipated the task of identification and use of évaluation
indicators and the identification and quantification of Critical Success Factors for
improving the performance of European transport Systems. Attention had then to be
given to the most environmentally acceptable package of modes, in an international
network linking régions and countries in Europe, while taking into account the
potential for various actors of using combined transport, télécommunications and
intermodal interchanges.

Confirmation, that interconnectivity, interoperability and intermodality are
legitimate requirements of a European policy, requires there to be a substantial
change from the présent situation, in which at best project-orientated modal solutions
are realised. There is therefore a demonstrated need for a systems-based évaluation
approach, that regards European space as a comprehensive window of transportation
opportunities which may generate a substantial added value in a compétitive global
economy. The further pursuit of COST 328 addresses this issue.

4.4 Policy and Methods: Institutions and Actors
It is probable that the évolution of logistic added value opérations will go ahead
rapidly, involving actors and taking forms which are at présent unknown. This is
indeed a désirable conséquence of the libéralisation process, since practically by
définition the existing actors hâve been protected by the regulatory environment from
new entrants to their areas of activity, or from new ways of conducting business and
organising services. This implies, perhaps unjustifiably, a passivity of behaviour,
whereas the nature and quality of transportation has indeed changed, as has been
demonstrated by the on-going, and very compétitive, shift from rail to road or the
progressive introduction of intermodal methods in overseas sea transportation.

This manifestation of compétitive initiatives has, however, been found inadéquate for
the even more rapidly evolving trade and user demand for logistic services, and it has
also not been sufficiently powerful to address the issues of the costs of transportation,
especially by rail. A conséquence has been that even in high growth, priority areas of
European freight transportation opportunity, such as the rapidly growing long
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distance carnage of higher value goods, for which rail-based intermodal services
might hâve been suitable, rail carryings hâve not met expectations. Users, including
the existing intermodal integrators, are dissatisfied.

Various aspects of policy are hère involved. The first is to continue the libéralisation
process, making it also an effective environment for the compétitive provision of
intra-European rail services. There follows the création of opportunities for new types
of logistic and value-added services to be provided. This has shown limited results
even at the early stage during which COST 328 has been in progress. For example,
private and public joint venture companies hâve been formed to integrate freight
services, with the entry of new players such as North American railroads and Asiatic
container shipping lines into thèse markets, and with ports and container shipping
lines entering land transportation markets. New rail service operators are beginning to
émerge. They are, however, apparently encountering typically difficulties in
optimising performance using the existing networks, for reasons understandable in
the context of the PENTAGON model of Critical Success Factors.

New actors will be actively encouraged by forthcoming aspects of European
regulatory policy such as the Rail White Paper of July 1996. One of the most
significant policy steps still outstanding is clarification of the conditions under
which access to infrastructure will be charged. Lack of clarity, with national
pplicies substantially at variance from one another, makes actors' behaviour
uncertain, and deters new entrants, especially in the rail opérations sector. It also
undermines the concept of a Trans-European Network, since provision of
infrastructure alone is demonstrably not enough to ensure its use by competing
operators when the access conditions are not apparent or équitable. The évaluation of
infrastructure investments will increasingly require that the market conditions for
rémunération of infrastructure use, the influence of possible European
harmonisation of charging principles, and social and external costs and benefits,
are taken into account.

A further influence upon the ability of new actors to supply profitable, compétitive
logistics services, will be the pursuit of the recommendations of the Green Paper of
the Commission, on Fair and Equitable Pricing for Competing Transport Modes.
This envisages a greatly improved identification of the total costs, including external
and social costs, incurred by différent modes. However, not only the mode, but also
the individual operator within a mode, may be responsible for substantially differing
external costs, and this will also be a factor influencing actor behaviour.

The Green Paper may also, in the light of the factors already described by Nijkamp
and Frybourg as valid for network évaluation, hâve an important influence upon the
added-value of new infrastructure, wherever it becomes possible to differentiate
external costs in areas of differing environmental, noise or pollution, or congestion
impact. This will also influence behaviour which will vary between congested, main
trunk route areas and areas of less dense traffic, or lower demand, or where the
threshold of external costs is already lower.
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It will therefore already be apparent that inner-European policy measures, which are
directly designed to make transportation for end-users more compétitive and
effective, will considerably modify the compétitive behaviour and opportunities of
those providing services. However, even if ail the steps, and the ultimate extent, of
this regulatory and législative change were already foreseeable, there is as yet no
adéquate methodology for scientific estimation of the changes in behaviour which
will follow. The fall in trucking and rail costs which hâve occurred in the US
environment following deregulation in 1980, and the évolution in service quality,
corporate and company structures, and user demand, are certainly of interest, as a
démonstration of possible developments. How far they can serve as indicators is not
clear since there is still substantial divergence between the regulatory environments
involved. European actors hâve also still to overcome, in rail more than in road
traffic, the legacy of national diversity.

4.5 Télécommunications and information networks
Networks for transportation are not restricted to fixed and visible transportation
infrastructure of roads, rails, ports and terminais. The existence of
télécommunications networks and their use for increasingly high-performance
information technology, has a dramatic effect upon users and value-added service
providers. Users hâve, as a conséquence of their increasing information skills and
opportunities, started to change their approach to customer service, to ordering and
supply Systems, to stockholding and to other logistic management features. This has
been more a feature of some industries than others; automobile manufacturers
exploited thèse opportunities early, and some retail chains and retail supply
businesses hâve also done so. Others are moving into this area. The effect is a change
in demand for services, which logistics providers hâve to respond to. Equally,
however, logistic service providers can compete through their exploitation of thèse
means, and some displacement may take place, for example, by those who see
information management as a higher-rated part of their business than more traditional
operators, forwarders etc.

Information management is also a prerequisite for managing a multimodal opération
and optimising économie efficiency. It is apparent that lack of knowledge of
multimodal opportunities, and the inability to manage flexible use of the
networks to serve user demand, are at présent obstacles to réalisation of intermodal
service offers. Thèse obstacles might prevail even if the providers of modal services
were better able to respond and co-operate than is at présent the case.

Use of infrastructure networks is therefore today, for the transportation service
provider, increasingly, and probably inevitably, linked to use of an information
network which is contributing to operational management, for quality and cost
effectiveness, and to customer service. This will be an increasingly important
compétitive feature. Selling a service at a given and monitored level of performance
is a natural corollary of meeting the demand of a market segment or user, whose clear
logistic spécification must be complied with by transport operators. There is a
necessiry for networks of information relating to each modal service being used,

.but interconnected, through the operator's own Systems, to parts of the service
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performed on différent modes. Systems such as automatic load or equipment
identification will give the capability, through interconnectivity, to permit localisation
of merchandise accurately within the network. Since this gives a compétitive
advantage, it is a value-adding function.

In télécommunications, the notion of a Value-Added Network, VAN, is already
established. In this context, the 'operators' are also those who mobilise the means
required and are not tied to a particular mode or hardware. The 'nodes' are the
gateways to the modal networks, which can only be used by operators prepared to use
each mode within an optimal market and demand led service.

5. Internationalisation of trade: European Networks in a
Global Environment

For the purpose of this report this section concentrâtes on two aspects which hâve
become increasingly interconnected.

The first is the demand of users of transport services, who are able, because of
improved means of transport and communications, to exploit a wide diversity of
sourcing, assembly and distribution opportunities. The économie effect of dispersed
opérations within Europe is more a matter of local skills, régional économie policies
and access to markets, and is linked closely to use of available networks. This aspect
will be referred to in various parts of the report, since it is a récurrent élément in the
association of actor behaviour with network use and the création of added value.

The second is the placing of thèse inner-European activities within a global
dispersion of activities, which then reflects, uses and stimulâtes extra-European
networks such as air freight and liner shipping. Around thèse a particular pattern of
infrastructure and nodal centres has evolved, and will continue to do so. It will
require intégration into the networks being established within Europe but, as for liner
shipping or civil aviation, obeying économie logic driven by circumstances, as well
as trading conditions, largely outside Europe.

The nodal points such as airports and océan container ports are substantial investment
and industrial installations, and, when successful, sustain a high régional économie
activity. They are in an extremely compétitive global and European environment, and
also require substantial inland infrastructure to support them. Thèse installations are
no longer of purely national interest, but of European importance. While their local
importance as engines of local économie growth is clear, they are also nodal points
within European networks.

5.1 The influence of liner shipping on use of inland infrastructure
networks
The example of the use made of inner-European networks in connection with liner
shipping and trade between Europe and other overseas régions is described hère in
some détail. The reasons are that :
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• it illustrâtes that European networks cannot be treated as isolated from the
behaviour of global actors

• a significant part of European économie activity, including the bulk of its trade
with other continents, especially Asia and North America, is involved;

• the cost effectiveness of services over European networks is seen by global
operators in the context of global transportation, in which factors are at work
which are outside European political and économie influence. It is also an activity
which has shown higher than average growth during récent years.

The following considérations refer to the leading integrated door-to-door liner
shipping service operators, principally engaged in the high-volume East-West global
trades. For others, serving local and régional trades, and régional ports, under local
conditions, thèse trends may not apply.

The factors include:
• Technological development of ships and their operating characteristics
• The effects of changing compétition between shipping lines
• Demand for and provision of throughout intermodal services
• Costs, profïtability and ownership of container shipping
• Port requirements and facilities
• Trends in global trade and in service provision

Thèse factors hâve resulted in high quality intermodal services at steadily falling cost
to users. Cargo flows are concentrated on a few routes of dense traffics, accompanied
by the émergence of hub-and-spoke service patterns. Port, and vessel ownership
concentration, accompany the création of world-wide joint services in partnerships of
several global shipping lines. There is a shift of control of liner services in European
ports to non-European or global multinational shipowners and managers, (slightly
over 50% of global container capacity is provided in 1997 by East Asian managed
shipping lines, and thèse display world-wide the highest growth). Control of inland
transport by the global container shipping lines is increasingly part of a through
service.

Individual factors hâve worked as follows:
Size of vessels: In 1984 the first container ships of over 4 000 TEU capacity were
built. They were an économie failure. In 1997, however, more than 100 ships of over
4 500 TEU are in service or under construction for the three main trade routes USA -
East Asia, East Asia - Europe, and Europe - USA. Vessels of over 6 000 TEU are
now in service, and a short term perspective of 8 000 TEU is realistic. Capital and
operating costs of thèse vessels reduce per-slot costs by about 30% compared to their
predecessors. However, only some 15 - 25% of door-to-door intercontinental
transport costs for container cargo are incurred on the sea. Large ships therefore
permit a 5 - 7% réduction of throughout logistic costs, a benefit which, compared to
the intense price compétition of ail the main trades, is considered to justify the
investments required. Their dimensions, and the need to concentrate substantial cargo
volumes (6 000 TEU) per voyage, while maintaining a compétitive service frequency
of at least weekly, lead to concentration of thèse services on a small number of high
performance and deep-water container ports with adéquate capacity (in Europe,
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typically Rotterdam, Hamburg and one other within a weekly service Europe - East
Asia). This leads to a new form of port compétition, and local distribution, under the
control of the shipping lines, predominantly by feeder ship (Hub and Spoke), and
secondarily by land.

The operating économies of such vessels are likely to lead to a priority of maximum
utilisation and minimum port time, with disincentive to make diversions from the
optimum course to serve secondary ports. (Sutcliffe, MDS, Transmed 1996).

The impact of this trend is to impose upon inland network use a séries of choices by
the lines and their customers depending upon :
• target markets: location and potential
• line of route, Europe - USA or Europe - East Asia, or others
• selected hub-centre ports and feeder ports, and local network effïciency
• line-haul économies and operating criteria of the line or group of lines

It is a fundamental of this process that Europe will be seen, by a line or a group of
lines, as a single trading région, within which are several potential markets, and with
access primarily over a small number of hub-centre ports of world-class. The use of
network links to connect thèse is determined by global considérations of trading and
sea transport, depending also on the line of route (Asia or North America), and by
detailed local adequacy and cost effectiveness. The information network which
accompanies the process of providing value-added services is part of each shipping
line's global System.

An example of new compétitive behaviour between shipping lines, and between
ports, has arisen since 1992 in the Mediterranean. causes were économie pressure,
supported by technological innovation, especially with larger container ships. New
Hub Centres without immédiate économie hinterland hâve been created. Thèse serve
southern European cargo being carried on large vessels on their through route from
Asia to the substantially larger northern European target markets. They do so by
providing transhipment to a feeder network (the 'Spokes') to a number of régional
ports, each of which would not justify a call by the big ships. The effects upon inland
transport networks are:
• to increase dispersion, in Mediterranean destination ports served by feeder ships
• to reduce the likelihood that individual mainland ports may take on a stratégie rôle

of inland distribution beyond their own immédiate hinterland
• to reduce the likelihood of southern European cargo to and from Asia being routed

by northern ports and land networks

The falling cost of sea transport also reduces any residual opportunity of cross-
European land transport to compete with the large container ship around the
European coast. Distribution into northern Europe from a single Hub port in the
Mediterranean becomes therefore illusory. Also, apart from costs, the volume of
cargo on a single ship (around 100 container train loads per ship) makes it unlikely
that transalpine rail and road capacity can be provided to serve northern régions in
compétition to direct sea services to northern hub ports. In thèse, cargo distribution
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takes place by a compétitive System of feeder ships to secondary ports, by road, by
inland waterway and by rail.

However, more efficient services through Mediterranean Hub centres for southern
European régions will also increase compétition and économie opportunity in those
régions.

Compétitive behaviour by shipping lines has resulted in steadily falling rates, falling
in real terms in the main trades by half in 10 years. The nature of investments and
operating costs has led to compétition for market shares at falling rates. Cost pressure
has led to withdrawals by financially weaker operators, global and régional mergers,
and the création of joint service alliances to offer intensive schedules with shared
equipment. This has also reduced the ability of individual lines to compete with sea
services, intensifying the interest in on-land service to shippers. This and downward
rate pressure hâve driven lines increasingly to control inland transport and to create a
further operator demand upon network providers to reduce costs within Europe.

Increased use of intermodal sea/land container services is a normal compétitive
practice of the larger liner service providers, and responds to an established user
requirement. However, the costs of such opérations, up to half of door-to-door rates,
are disproportionate to the sea sector, which is controlled by the line completely, and
benefiting from the biggest investments. The largest liner shipping companies hâve
therefore been prominent in responding to opportunities offered by inner-European
libéralisation, to form inland transport companies, obtain rail cars, etc. This follows
US expérience of deregulation in 1980, after which inland transport demand by
container shipping lines led to new operating methods, new technology, substantial
rate réductions, service quality improvements, traffic growth and, ultimately, better
rail profitability on a modified network with on-going cost-reduction and merger
pressure upon railroads.

The network issues for Europe are that,

Firstly, the adequacy of the infrastructure network must facilitate the conduct of
overseas trade at conditions which :
• meet trader and user requirements
• stimulate creativity
• permit operators of services to justify their provision of services
• enable compétition between operators to be sustained.

Secondly, the décisions on use of the European networks, and indeed of ports and
inland transport, although influenced by compétitive behaviour, are not primarily
décisions of the régional or national network operators themselves such as railways or
local integrators. They are, rather, part of a decision-making process rooted in the
provision and management of intercontinental liner services, responding to user
demand in global trading markets.

Thirdly, decision-making for thèse opérations in future will predominantly be located
outside Europe; part of the économie advantage to be achieved is to compete for
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resources, to ensure that non-European operators and integrators fïnd justifiée the on-
going provision of adéquate services, in compétition with other économie régions and
trade routes outside Europe.

This example introduces considérations beyond the scope of purely inner-European
modelling. The example of liner shipping, although fondamental for overseas trade,
will not concern ail parts of the network in the same way. It is however a significant
feature of European intégration and of network use, not only in the hinterland links of
ports, but in some areas of critical importance such as the transalpine routes and on
trunk routes between European régions and countries and their most appropriate Hub
centre ports. Above ail it illustrâtes that the construction of infrastructure purely on a
modal basis and according to local or national criteria will probably be a serious
cause of inefficiency.

6. Methods of Evaluation

First, a cross référence to the APAS study 'Méthodologies for Transport Impact
Assessment' (COST328/328/2/96) is appropriate.

This study noted not only that the most commonly used approaches to the assessment
of transport policies in Europe are indeed modal and national, but that they were also
of the form:
• Financial / commercial analysis
• Cost-benefit analysis
• Multi-criteria Analysis
• Framework Analysis
• Assessment against complex objectives

The APAS work also recognises that the network consists of two main éléments, the
physical infrastructure of links and nodes, and the services and their
management. Despite the clear need of an comprehensive, consistent and far-
reaching approach to assess impact of transport and investment policies on the
European scale of policies now being developed, the techniques used today for
measuring the impact of stratégie transport initiatives vary by country, by mode and
by type of policy.

In the face of the changing environment described up to now, COST 328
demonstrates that thèse methods are no longer defensible for stratégie, integrated
European networks.

Actor behaviour is the key
The earlier section on European Networks in a global trading environment, and
particularly the example of international liner shipping, illustrâtes how évaluation is
certainly a function of the factors influencing use of networks, and of the ability to
combine modes for efficiency. There will therefore need to be segmentation for
différent kinds of expected usership. This leads to considération of differentiated
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market-based models as a significant aspect of évaluation of network effectiveness.
Market-based differentiation requires that compétitive actor behaviour be better
understood. This is certainly not yet the case, and indeed should, in a créative,
deregulated, compétitive environment, remain a volatile, unpredictable and dynamic
élément. Actor behaviour is nevertheless the key to value-added justification of
network use, and this has become a central thème of COST 328.

An example of this is the behaviour of ports. We hâve treated ports above, either as
master gateways, involved in a séries of large scale stratégie décisions by key players,
pursuing économies of scale by concentration, becoming a very few global Hub
Centres in Europe, or as a range of outposts to be served as feeders from the Hub
Centres. This is however unlikely to be the whole story.

If ports are apparently, in the foregoing section, at the mercy of décisions taken far
outside their immédiate sphère of action, and are reduced to the rôle of voiceless
interface between shipping lines and inland markets, they will develop new forms of
compétitive activity of their own. This will take the form of identifying value-adding
opportunities of their own, and seeking new partnerships This is characteristic
behaviour for niche and 'second league' players, who may be able to filter off certain
activities which the biggest liner consortia and Alliances, the global hub centres and
largest concentrators cannot consider.

Certain ports will find no vocation, and their rôle as gateways to the networks may
therefore be eliminated or transferred elsewhere.

For others, the example may usefully be indicative of market dynamics, since demand
is very varied and will not always reflect a 'big is beautifuF situation. Those ports
which can establish a local value-added advantage, and can join forces with a
particular type of trading, cargo flow or shipping service, may see themselves
developing outside the dominant pattern of the massive lowest cost, highest volume
opérations. Their development requires a clear décision not to try to imitate their
mainstream competitors, but to concentrate upon differentiation.

The example is illustrative, because it also highlights a mechanism which will be
encountered as concentration, mergers and économies of scale apparently continue to
dominate service provision thinking. Fundamental is the notion that use of value-
added networks is driven by diversity. The Local Area Network LAN is the point
where économie activity is engendered, through cultural identity, through particular
skills and backgrounds. The European network puts LANs into contact together,
enables them to find wider markets, and enables them to compete with one another.
The types of use which are encountered support two opposing trends, both of which
we find in our examples and case studies. One is the inévitable conséquence of
compétition, rationalisation and mergers, the concept of economy of resources, of
consumer benefits, and of falling margins and priées. The other is the offsetting
concept of demand variations and of choice. New products, new services and
innovation arise at a local level, out of a fertile innovative culture. Products of strong
identity, and a demand for differentiation in products ultimately consumed, are the
means of making reasonable margins.
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Within the use made of networks we will find ail thèse things going on. We may
expect a few gênerai purpose low cost modal operators, and perhaps integrators, to
develop into competing European carriers with high volumes, low margins and low
rates. We will expect to find specialists, serving particular régions, industries or
sources of cargo, or with particular logistics skills, maintaining by their added-value
interest more costly services or higher levels of user-provider intégration, and we will
also expect thèse sectors to be in constant dynamic évolution as users develop new
and varying demands.

7. COST 328: Organisation of the Studies

Four Working Groups were established, composed of contributors from the various
countries which were signatory to the Mémorandum of Understanding (see Annexe).
Thèse Working Groups hâve examined the following subject areas relevant to the
objectives of the study:

• Working Group 1 : Peripherality: Cohesiveness
• Working Group 2: Trans-Alpine Freight Transport: Critical Success Factors
• Working Group 3: Rail-Road Competition/Complementarity: Benchmark Analysis
• Working Group 4: Rôle of Actors: Intégration of services

It was apparent that the research process would encounter signifîcant bottlenecks,
some of which were characteristic of fondamental inadequacies in European
resources for planning purposes, while others would require new sources of input
representing the new actors and their behaviour.

Inadéquate flow and traffic data sources for this task were, as expected, a serious
problem. As a conséquence, input to the study has been drawn from :
• existing data mostly at national level,
• surveys conducted for the purposes of this study by the Working Groups,
• some secondary sources,
• national data collections (in themselves occasionally impressive),
• very limited European data currently available

The study illustrâtes again that a serious weakness exists in the area of quantitative
transportation use, performance and cost information. The available data is
incomplète, sometimes inaccurate, différent, mostly national, sources are
incompatible in structure, content and periods, and information is seldom up-to-date.
Validation and évaluation, without reliable, récent data relating to the décision issues
to be considered, are not yet generally possible. In view of the amounts of capital
investment involved, and the importance of transportation for the European economy
and for political décisions, this inadequacy is remarkable.

However, if we must recognise as a reality, that reliable pan-European data will also
in future not become available, then future évaluation will require to resort to
methods, indicators and sources which can act as a proxy for direct measured
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performances. The work of WG3, in which hâve been developed and tested
modelling approaches suitable for the kind of fuzzy and incomplète data which might
be available, is, although not yet conclusive, considered to be a significant step in this
process.

Figure 1: A Model ofthe Dynamics ofthe Freight Sector.

New External Factors
• Globalisation of Economies

Technological Change
• European Intégration

Deregulation

Macro Economie Factors
• GDPGrowth

Supply of Infrastructure

Company Reorganisation
and Restructuring
The New Logistics

Growth in Freight
Traffïc

Transport Implications and Comments

• In response to thèse new stratégies from the actors in the freight sector, the structure
of the transport System has become more disparate, as consignaient size decreases,
frequency of movement increases, destinations become more diverse and lead times
become shorter.

• Two important responses are required. Greater emphasis must be placed on
interchanges as this provides flexibility in the supply chain - interconnectivity.
Secondly, there needs to be greater flexibility for transfer between modes (and within
a single mode) so that the most efficient use of the whole network is maintained -
intermodality.

• New logistics platforms should form the next stage in the restructuring process.
Thèse are locations where the key interchange points are set up at the meeting points
between road-rail-air (and sea) networks.

* It is hère that the transport network is complemented by the new
communications and information networks.

* It is hère that the new integrators will locate.

* It is likely that thèse new accessible locations will not be in the city centres but
in out of centre hub locations.

* The efficiency of the network and the supply chain is dépendent upon its
weakest link.

• In the past this has been seen as the transport infrastructure; now it is more likely to
be seen as the nodal points (or interchanges) in the network.
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* As logistics is a key élément in European competitiveness, there may be an
important rôle for the EU (and national governments) in encouraging a European
(and national) network of logistics platforms which would provide
interconnectivity, interoperability and intermodal interchanges.

In this argument the dynamics of the actors' stratégies as reflected by the freight sector
are not dépendent primarily on the quality of the infrastructure in the traditional sensé,
but upon the new infrastructure - the logistics and interchanges.

• The freight sector is undergoing a fundamental change and restructuring. This is
partly dépendent on the move from the industrial economy to the post industrial
economy, partly upon globalisation, and partly because of policy changes with the
Single Internai Market and deregulation.

• Thèse external factors are much more important than the transport factors and the
European network. The new technology allows the globalisation process to take
place and for shorter product life cycles, with increased product variety and customer
control.

• The new management processes for the complex supply chains now takes a much
wider brief than just transport. The value added is not from transport as this forms a
declining part of the total costs. The real value added is in the new flexible
production processes with out-sourcing and décentralisation, together with new
management structures.

This is the justification for the émergence of 'integrators' as new actors in the markets.

• In the initial stage this has led to market opportunities for the integrators to establish
dominance in a growing market.

• In the second phase, alliances hâve been sought to give manufacturers a complète
package for supply and distribution/marketing. This may lead to mergers and the
development of global integrators.

• The unresolved third phase is whether the market for thèse new actors is sufficiently
large or diverse for it to be contestable. The length and complexity of the supply
chains means that there may be opportunities for specialist inputs, where
complementarity between supply chains exist or where specialist skills are required
to avoid bottlenecks. So the global operators may need local specialist inputs to
ensure continuity in the supply chain. However, too many inputs may reduce the
effectiveness of the whole process, and in turn lead to higher costs and
fragmentation. It is hère that the logistics platforms hâve a crucial rôle to play in
ensuring the weakest points in the chain (the interchanges) operate efficiently.

If we assume that there will be no significant increase in the capacity of the transport
network in the central areas of heavy traffics,

• Demand will continue to increase at a greater rate than capacity, and any new
investment will hâve short term benefits, but not solve problems of saturation. Even
if sufficient new infrastructure could be built to meet demand, it would not be
désirable because of the financial and environmental costs.

• Firms will maintain their compétitive advantage through innovation and through the
development of logistics Systems that make the best use of the existing infrastructure.
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There is some value added from the reorganisation of companies with new forms of
distribution, facilitated by new technology.

But the real value and unexplored value cornes from new forms of opération, from the
development of new markets, and from mergers and alliances between management -
logistics - distribution. Promotion of a personalised customer-driven service
characterised by innovation, multimodality, flexibility and price is the truly dynamic
response of the actors in the freight sector.

Summary: The dynamics of the freight sector are not dépendent primarily on the
quality of the infrastructure in the traditional sensé, but upon the new infrastructure
- the logistics and interchanges. The freight sector is undergoing a fondamental
change and restrucruring. This is partly dépendent on the move from the industrial
economy to the post industrial economy, partly upon the globalisation of the
economy, and partly because of policy changes with the Single Internai Market and
deregulation. Thèse external factors are much more important than the transport
factors. The new technology allows the globalisation process to take place and for
shorter product life cycles, with increased product variety and customer control. The
new management processes for the complex supply chains now take a much wider
brief than just transport. The value added is not from transport as this forms a
declining part of the total costs. The real value added is in the new flexible
production processes with out-sourcing and décentralisation, together with new
management structures.

In the initial stage this has led to market opportunities for the integrators to
establish dominance in a growing market. In the second phase, alliances hâve been
sought to give manufacturers a complète package for supply and
distribution/marketing. This may lead to mergers and the development of global
integrators. The unresolved third phase is whether the market for thèse new actors is
sufficiently large or diverse for it to be contestable. The length and complexity of the
supply chains means that there may be opportunities for specialist inputs, where
complementarity between supply chains exist or where specialist skills are required to
avoid bottlenecks. So the global operators may need local specialist inputs to
ensure continuity in the supply chain. However, too many inputs may reduce the
effectiveness of the whole process, and in turn lead to higher costs and fragmentation.
It is hère that the logistics platforms hâve a crucial rôle to play in ensuring the
weakest points in the chain (the interchanges) operate efficiently.

It is generally recognised that there will be no significant increase in the capacity of
the transport network. Demand will continue to increase at a greater rate than
capacity, and any new investment will hâve short term benefits, but not solve the
problem. Even if it is possible to construct sufficient new infrastructure to meet
demand, it would not be désirable because of the financial and environmental costs.
Firms will maintain their compétitive advantage through innovation and through the
development of logistics Systems that make the best use of the existing infrastructure.
There is some value added from the reorganisation of companies with new forms of
distribution, facilitated by the new technology. But the real value and unexplored
value cornes from new forms of opération, from the development of new markets,
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and from mergers and alliances between management - logistics - distribution. In
the promotion of a personalised customer driven service characterised by innovation,
multimodality, flexibility and price is the truly dynamic response of the actors in the
freight sector.

The assessment of integrated European transport network opérations is a key concern
of the whole COST 328 action. This assessment needs to extend wider than the
traditional évaluation based on financial appraisal and cost benefit analysis. New
requirements hâve arisen to include the contribution of investment towards social
cohésion and environmental improvement. The EU is also concerned about régional
development within the EU as well as improved links with third party countries. In
addition to thèse community wide interests, there are also major changes brought
about by market forces (e.g. through deregulation), by the single internai market, by
technology and by new organisational practices. A key élément is now seen to be
the changing rôle of the actors in the process at ail levels of décision making.

Traditionally, the freight sector has been interested only in the physical movement of
goods, with régulation, and with the network. New issues, such as those mentioned
above hâve meant that interest has switched to:

• The ways in which markets are organised and structured;

• The means by which operators can gain added value through the use of the
network, and maintain and increase their market share;

• New forms of compétition from market principles and globalisation of markets;

• Highly spécifie manufacturing processes tailored to the client;

• Intégration of production and warehousing with minimum levels of stock holding;

• Transport and télécommunications, and innovations to allow new "niche" entrants
to the market.

The following trends are characteristic of présent behaviour: :

• Intensification of transport with commodity transport in tonne-kilometres growing
faster than the rate of économie growth (e.g. GDP);

• Increase in compétition in freight transport with the opening of the European
market. This has led to intense compétition, and réductions in rates charged and
profit levels in the transport sector;

• The main compétitive factor is the quality-price ratio, which in turn means that
transport has to be efficiently organised, with support from advanced logistics;

• The quality of the logistics services (both internai and external) is an essential and
logical conséquence. Thèse services hâve in turn become more spatially
concentrated so that économies of scale and scope can be achieved (e.g. in terms
of punctuality, reliability, flexibility, customer orientation, information provision
and packaging of services);

• The trend towards logistic ports (or mainports) seems inévitable. Régions which
offer favourable opportunities for such logistic services can become the dominant
locations, but they also need to invest heavily in the necessary infrastructure -
both transport and télécommunications;
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• Intermodal compétition and complementarity will increase. The resuit will be
that the control functions of freight transport will gain importance, especially in
trans-shipment points, so that a new landscape of hierarchically organised and
functionally specialised logistic centres may arise.

We might envisage a move away from dispersed forms of production which are
reliant upon energy consumptive transport towards centres of production with a high
added value. Thèse new centres (mainports and logistic platforms) would also be
associated with clean technology so that they become the most attractive places in
which to locate. The effects would be self-reinforcing. This development process
has been termed the inverse pyramid of interest (Frybourg and Nijkamp, 1995), and it
involves a set of actors with différent but complementary interests:

• The micro-economic interest of the carrier in terms of profits;

• The micro-economic interests of the shipper in terms of transport costs;

• The meso-economic interest of the broader région containing the nodal centre in
terms of indirect spin-offs due to new value added activities;

• The environmental économie interests of the région as a whole in terms of the
external and social costs of transport;

• The macro-economic interests of the supplier of public infrastructure networks in
terms of efficiency and equity.

If the idéal types of new centres of production can be identified, and if this coincides
with the interests of the individual firms, then both the sectoral and spatial aspects of
the new European policy become apparent. And this policy should be sustainable.

8. Conclusions of the Study COST 328

The COST 328 action has first of ail confirmed that this area of study is highly
complex, and that the issues involved are a real and definite challenge to future
infrastructure planners. The évidence is, despite an obvious need to carry on with
research into the various courses of action which hâve been opened up, that there are
many factors at work now which are the conséquence primarily of Users' Stratégies
of Choice. There is already a marked response to the opportunities given in a Single
Europe and a free compétition for provision of goods and services. Transport users
are first engaged in a compétitive fight to create and market products at reasonable
margins. Purchasers of goods and services are exercising their strengths in markets
which are increasingly serviced at once locally, regionally, from Europe and globally.

The methods and instruments include management of the cost and quality of the flow
of goods, and this is placing increasing pressure upon transport service providers to
respond. A higher level of logistic performance is a start. The récent measures to
deregulate or libéralise the transport markets are therefore offering a welcome
opportunity to users and service suppliers to become more flexible and more
demanding.
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The added-value nature of transport opérations is also apparent in a considération of
the use which transporters can make of différent transport modes. Options and
combinations imply stratégies of choice, which are just beginning to émerge from the
essentially modal provision of transport which has been traditional. Use of various
modes means knowledge and control, and thèse are skills which are not generally
available. They can develop, at first among large organisations with spécial
incentives; the study has seen the case of intermodal liner shipping companies. There
are also some intermodal operators who, although relatively successful, encounter at
once the inhibitions of a very imperfect freedom of access and interconnectivity
between and within modes.

The modal networks do not give the freedom of interchange and optimisation which
this type of demand is seeking. The rail network is the most problematical in this,
partly because of its history of national networks, and partly because it is still,
together with its operating and service provision éléments, able or trying to act as a
national monopolist or to seek to dominate use of its System in a number of areas.
Moreover, the necessary harmonisation of rules of access and interoperability do not
yet satisfactorily exist. Organisational issues, and then finance and technical matters,
hâve been identified with slightly varying importance as Critical Success Factors
demanding serious attention to improve prospects of increased network efficiency.

Railways are not however alone, and the gênerai question of infrastructure provision
is not satisfactorily resolved. The TENs which aim at a cohesive, integrating
European network are clearly désirable, and call for both financial and planning
methods which replace conventional national thinking on infrastructure provision.
But there are still many major infrastructure projects which are national in inspiration
and in conception.

The original purpose of COST 328 has been to find ways of evaluating infrastructure
investments, and the combination of the factors described hère shows that improved
results from network synergies are indeed a key to European stratégie infrastructure
justification. However, almost ail aspects of a process of évaluation are at présent
imperfect, or scarcely measurable. If the achievement of network synergies and
improved efficiency by users and service providers is held back by failing Critical
Success Factors, then this justification for new infrastructure will not be fortheoming.

If the ability of users to respond flexibly, in the sensé of a compétitive and
deregulated market, to the network's potential is hindered, through any inadequacy
including those of the users themselves, then the optimisation of performance which
modelling and évaluation instruments may demonstrate as justification will also not
be realised. The modelling techniques which hâve been explored during COST328
are potentially promising. They now need substantial further research to become
generally applicable, and the harmonisation of available data, without which there can
be no quantitative appraisal, will need to be addressed.

The issues of peripherality and accessibility, which are at the basis of the requirement
that European infrastructure should help achieve cohésion and économie intégration
throughout the European Union, hâve been shown through the Case Studies to require
careful and differentiated attention. Transport infrastructure is clearly désirable, but
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régional needs and opportunities for network synergies may not coincide. The TEN
approach is one of a Value-added network which connects and feeds Local Area
Networks, LANs, where créative économie activity is focused.

COST 328 has shown how European networks are necessarily a part of a virtual
global network which today involves global liner container shipping opérations and
civil aviation, and for which the impact upon European inland distribution has to be
seen in terms of European network synergies, related to demand and operating pattern
entirely controlled by the users, the international and global integrators.

Most of ail, COST 328 has shown that to be economically effective in Europe, the
construction of nevv stratégie European infrastructure cannot be done, as in the
past, as a séries of disconnected modal projects, or as a séries of national or local
issues. The network is only economically relevant when it is used for added value
opérations by users. Thèse exercise économie and service quality choices and will
increasingly be called upon to make discriminating use of various modes to optimise
network efficiency. This is at présent not adequately possible, and therefore
efficiency is not being achieved. It would be presumably a mistake to consider that
the lacking efficiency can be won back by further increases in large scale modal
infrastructure projects, when we see that some actors are already moving towards a
more critical and sélective view of their opportunities, and are expressing
dissatisfaction with their limited ability to use their new freedoms of choice.

COST 328 is not complète. This has several reasons, but one must be that the
deregulatory process in transportation is itself not yet clear or fully effective.
Associated with this is the incomplète learning and development process among
users. The opportunities already opening up to optimise their opérations by free use
of the networks are only partly being exploited. There are also still important national
regulatory, policy and user variations. The study has identifïed significant barriers,
with hinder inconnectivity, interoperability and intermodality, and are therefore
holding back network intégration and the extensive réalisation of network synergies.
Adéquate Systems, including Information Technology, to test, use and manage a wide
range of alternatives, and to manage opérations at interchanges, are not yet generally
developed.

New entrants into the transportation world, and especially potential new European
multi-modal integrators, hâve not yet made an impact. The parallel process of
improvement or élimination of traditional transport service operators has not yet
advanced significantly. New patterns of actors' behaviour, like new actors and new
compétitive situations, need time to evolve. They may, as compétitive pressures
change, rapidly move into areas today unsuspected. Finally, we expect to see émerge,
through change and innovative action, a number of large competing service providers,
who can act as effective European integrators, using new technologies and
information Systems, and who are able to bring to network use the multi-modal
opérations which will add value and justify the provision of facilities.

Thèse new, or new-style, operators may evolve out of existing operating companies,
in forwarding, distribution, road haulage or existing rail or intermodal sectors, or as
part of global transport companies such as shipping lines. Alongside them we may
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expect to see a variety of specialists, using their skills in one or more modes to meet
particular types of demand. This is a dynamic process which has scarcely started. The
indications from COST 328 are that it will be a very necessary step for European
prosperity and for the raising of transportation efficiency. The task of estimating and
quantifying this process is clearly likely to occupy us for a long time. It is the way in
which added-value network synergies will corne about, if Europe is not to remain at
the présent, clearly less than optimal, use, justification and évaluation of
infrastructure resources.
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1. Introduction

Transport plays a key rôle in integrating the newly expanded and unified Europe. The
intégration is expected to be carried out through the development of new
infrastructure links, nodes and services, based on complementarity and compétition
which is expected to alleviate (or replace) national, local and institutional barriers.
Against this background, Europe is faced with major décisions on the future transport
infrastructure investments. Many actors are expected to take part and influence thèse
integrative processes. Thèse are: the customers (the users) of transport services (the
passengers and shippers of goods), the network actors (modal transport carriers and
multi-modal integrators of transport and interchange services), public, semi-public
and private investors, local communities, national governments, the European Union
and various public authorities.

Title XII of the Treaty on the European Union (EU), the White Paper for a Common
Transport Policy (CTP) and the conclusions of the Edinburgh and Copenhagen
European Council hâve stressed the importance and significance of the development
of Trans-European transport networks in the EU. The main policy objectives (i.e., the
focal points of the European infrastructure network policy) for thèse networks hâve
been formulated to be as much as possible intermodal, interconnected and
interoperable. Thèse concepts are expected to enhance the socio-economic benefits of
the European networks through an efficient opération of the internai (régional and
national) markets and support for the European intégration and globalisation of trade.

Development of such network(s) has required the définition (design) of a completely
new framework for an assessment/evaluation of the networks. This activity should
identify meaningful and practical indicators of the network performance, for both
operators and investors, and allow the development of an appropriate analytical
framework for assessment and évaluation.

A new innovative framework should be applied to allow for a better
assessment/evaluation of transport infrastructure on a local, national (régional) and
European scale. In particular, it should take into account further development of
supporting télécommunication networks, harmonisation of transport system(s)
opérations, provision of convenient access to the transport infrastructure as well as
redéfinition of the current rôles of the actors represented by the public authorities at a
local (régional), national, and/or European level on the one side, and public, semi-
public and private network actors on the other side. If thèse preconditions were
fulfilled, a higher added value representing the synergy benefits for the network
operators themselves, the users of transport services and community as a whole
would be obtained.

The problems and dilemmas in developing the 'Integrated Stratégie Infrastructure
Networks' methodology under new conditions and requirements hâve initiated the
launching of the COST 328 Action whose main objectives hâve been the following
(COST 328/1/94):
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• To contribute to a stratégie définition of the intégration of a Trans-European
networks.

• To stimulate thought on development of the methodology for the assessment and
évaluation of performances of transport networks and stratégies for their
development and/or intégration.

The Action has fulfilled thèse objectives through two steps. The first one has been the
development of the framework for assessment/evaluation of the integrated Trans-
European networks based on a set of the indicators of the network performance and
critical factors of success or failure of the network intégration. Carrying out relevant
European case studies in order to check the operational feasibility of proposed
approach has represented the second one. Four Working Groups hâve carried them
out on the following subject areas (EC, 1998 a). Working Group 1 (WG 1) has dealt
with the 'Accessibility' and 'Peripherality' of the networks in order to find out the
solutions of the feasible connections of the European peripheral and central ('core')
areas (régions). WG 2 has dealt with the case study related to the various aspects (the
problems) of the 'Trans-Alpine Freight Transport'. WG 3 has carried out the study on
the 'Rail-Road competition/complementarity'. It has developed the convenient
modelling techniques and methods and investigated the significance and impacts of
the various factors on the présent rail/road inter-modal opérations (Benchmark
Analysis). WG 4 has investigated the dynamic development of the European freight
transport sector in dependence on the quality of existing and new modal-transport,
logistics and interchange infrastructure, market development and the rôle of 'actors',
the modal transport operators and integrators of the network services.

The présent concluding 'policy' report addresses a summary on the following key
issues of the COST 328 Action:

• Identification of an assessment/evaluation framework which would be suitable
for European transport policy.

• Formulation of policy guidelines that are the results of previous findings.
• Proposai for 'Good Policy Practice' in assessing/evaluating European network

developments.

2. Background

Development of the European transport infrastructure networks has been conditioned
by many factors for a long time. Regarding the COST 328 Action ail they hâve been
identified and considered as the constraints (i.e., the 'barriers' or 'Critical Success
Factors') which hâve hindered the development of thèse networks independently on
the national borders (institutionally) and individual transport modes (technically
/technologically). Such independent (non co-ordinated) development has created a
lot of problems and inconsistencies at the European (international) level. It has caused
the présent networks to be unable to successfully support the development of the
'Common Market' and 'unification' of Europe. The ways of évaluation of the
particular investment programmes hâve represented the main problems. First, the
most of them hâve taken into account only the ways how the network can be designed
and developed. Second, the highest priorities hâve been assigned to the national
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infrastructure investments without considering the other (either similar and/or
complementary) ones which hâve often been parallel carried out at the nearby
locations in the neighbouring countries. This has, under conditions of falling (virtual
removal) of the national borders, risen a risk of imbalance of the infrastructure
capacities of différent transport modes at both national and European level. Due to
simultaneous development of the compétition within the same and between différent
transport modes the over-capacity of the transport infrastructure at one mode and the
under-capacity at the others has emerged as common phenomenon. Thus, on the one
side the inhérent positive impacts of transport on the socio-economic development
hâve been reduced. On the other side its négative impacts on the environment through
increased air pollution, noise, congestion and safety, at régional, national and
European level hâve enhanced. Essentially, ail thèse hâve indicated that the overall
planning, évaluation and development of the transport infrastructure has been modal
and to a great extent intra-national activity.

However, for the last décade the pattern of transport demand in Europe has been
starting to change. The changes hâve been caused by the changes of both overall
socio-economic background and the transport sector itself. This has enhanced the
requirements for the opération of more efficient networks which would be able to link
the modal infrastructure and related services on the one side, and the nodes of the
European network economy on the other side. In such context they hâve been
required to become a value-added configurations which would be able to provide the
efficient use of essentially passive infrastructure.

In order to fulfil such request the stratégies for the intégration of the networks hâve
been identified. The horizontal and vertical intégration of the networks can be carried
out. The main stratégies for the horizontal intégration of the networks hâve been
identified to be the intermodality, interconnectivity and interoperability. Generally,
thèse are primarily the 'technology-driven' stratégies which could be achieved in the
real-life transport networks through carrying out the following activities (EC, 1995):

• Increasing of efficiency of the inter-modal networks through a better alignment of
single-mode opérations, a better intégration of high and low transport flows, and
improving of traffic and transport management Systems.

• Improving of efficiency of transit/transfer points (the uni-modal and multi-modal
seaports and inland terminais) through optimisation and rationalisation of their
design and transfer (transhipment) technologies.

• Involving of the information technologies for transport management to improve
the quality of service to the users through tracing, tracking and overall and
spécifie intégration of modal information

The main strategy for the vertical intégration of the networks has been identified to be
the development of the 'demand-led' logistics chains in which the high-quality and a
relatively cheap logistics services will be provided tp the end users. The logistic
suppliers as the new actors hâve been expected to operate thèse chains in which the
transport services play one of the most important rôles (EC, 1998).
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The behaviour of the logistics suppliers as well as the other network actors has been
expected to create synergy in an interconnected transport infrastructure and thus
significantly impact the further development of the relationships between demand
and supply. Generally, the network actors hâve been classifïed as the 'old' and 'new'
ones. The 'old' actors hâve already operated in the markets. They hâve been titled as
the 'network operators'. The 'modal operators' hâve represented them. They hâve
provided the modal transport capacities, facilities and equipment. The 'new' network
operators hâve been the 'integrators of services' like the 'freight forwarders' and
'logistic suppliers'. They hâve used the various transport modes and related
interchanges (uni-modal and inter-modal terminais) in order to co-ordinate, manage
and operate the freight and passenger flows in the networks. Their opérations hâve
mostly been adapted to the characteristics of demand (i.e., to the customers'-users'
service préférences). The customers hâve preferred the services with a high speed,
flexibility and reliability, and low cost. In other words the supply of services (i.e., the
capacity and quality) has been linked to the features of O/D freight flows and
passengers (i.e., the market segments) rather than to the inhérent opération of the
individual transport modes. The requests for higher quality of service on the one side
and close linkage of the actors' opérations to the pattern of demand on the other side
hâve enhanced (increased) the importance of intégration of transport networks
operated by différent transport modes. This intégration itself has enhanced the
importance of uni- and/or multi-modal transfer/transit opérations which hâve to be
carried out within particular logistics chains. The multi-modal services hâve been
expected to improve the overall utilisation of the transport infrastructure and thus
convert it from an 'extremely passive' to a high 'value added' entity.

Both the horizontal and vertical stratégies of the intégration of the networks hâve
been interrelated. In some sensé the horizontal intégration of the networks has been
one of the most important preconditions for their successful vertical intégration.

The procédures and principles for the implementation of the particular stratégies for
the horizontal and vertical intégration of the real networks hâve been proposed by the
COST 328 Action.

3. Identification of an operational assessment/ évaluation
framework on the integrated networks

An operational (practical) analytical assessment/evaluation framework for the
'Integrated Stratégie Infrastructure Networks in Europe' should fulfil the two
objectives:
• To identify the meaningful and practical indicators of the network performances,
• To take into account the behaviour of the various actors like the network carriers-

operators, the integrators of network services including the logistics suppliers, the
public, semi-public and private investors, the local communities, the national
governments and the European Union.

The requirements and the methods of assessment/evaluation of the network
performances compose such framework.
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3.1. The requirements
An assessment/evaluation framework for the European transport policy has to fulfil
the following requirements (Frybourg and Nijkamp, 1995):
• To provide sufficient (but countable) number of the policy évaluation criteria

which hâve to be operational, testable and measurable.
• To enable the applicability of selected criteria to the various geographical scales

and transport modes.
• To focus on the actors' behaviour.
• To be able to incapsulate the impacts of transport Systems' changes.
• To provide the framework for linking thèse criteria to the major policy assessment

angles.

(Four policy assessment angles might be taken into account. Thèse are: a) the
technical/ technological and institutional harmonisation of the multi-modal networks;
b) the growth of efficiency of both public and private actors using thèse networks; c)
distributional equity for ail interest groups and régions involved; d) sustainable
development in terms of environmental impacts and resource consumption (Frybourg
and Nijkamp, 1995).

3.2. The method for assessing/evaluation the network performances
In order to design the methods for assessing/evaluation the network performances it
has been necessary to introduce the concept of integrated networks.
Generally, the integrated networks consist of the physical infrastructure represented
by the network links and nodes, the services, and their organisation and management.
With respect to the number of transport modes taking part in the provision of the
transport services they can be classified into uni-modal and multi-modal (or inter-
modal) networks. Uni-modal networks are operated by single transport mode. The
multi-modal networks are operated by any combination of at least two différent
transport modes. The interfaces of différent transport modes (i.e., the freight and
passenger interchanges) hâve to be provided in the multi-modal networks. At the
freight transport thèse are the inland uni-modal and multi-modal terminal and
seaports.

At both classes of the networks the conditions for the complementarity and
compétition should be fulfilled. Complementarity should provide the added value
through the networks synergy. Compétition should be developed in order to provide
the opérations under the most cost-efficient conditions at the European scale.

The performances of the integrated networks are dépendent on the set of quantitative
and qualitative factors. The 'demand/capacity' ratio has been identified as the most
important (représentative) quantitative factor. The 'network cohesiveness' has been
identified as the most important qualitative factor. The main indicators of the network .
cohesiveness hâve been considered to be the 'intermodality', 'interconnectivity' and
'interoperability' (Frybourg and Nijkamp, 1995).

• Intermodality addresses the sequential use of différent transport modes in the
logistic chain(s). The actors like the territorial authorities/decision makers may
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• concern the nodal design and tariff System as the integrative éléments of the
networks. In the same context the public, semi-public and private operators and
the organisations can act either as the 'logistic suppliers', the operators of
complète value added networks, and/or the regulators of the network opérations.
The industrialists and the technical research community may concern the
transhipment technology and just-in-time (JIT) design as the main intermodal
éléments of the networks.

• Interconnectivity is particularly concerned with the horizontal co-ordination of the
networks which hâve différent geographical coverage and access. The actors like
the territorial authorities and policy décision makers may consider the
connectivity of the networks at a local (régional), national and international
(European) level as a potential for obtaining the infrastructure added value. The
operators and organisations may consider the application of 'Electronic Data
Interchange' (EDI), and the integrated terminal and/or transfer services as the
ways to establish the interconnectivity of the network(s). The industrialists and
the technical research community can consider the development and
implementation of the information technology and electronic customs as the way
to establish the interconnectivity of thèse networks.

• Interopérabilité mainly refers to the technical and operational (procédural)
uniformity which may be convenient for the actors (the modal carriers and the
integrators of the network services) to link the various layers or components of
the transport networks. Différent actors may consider this attribute in différent
ways. For example, the territorial authorities/policy makers are mostly interested
in the safety and the environmental norms and standards. The operators may
consider the interoperability as a matter of the pre-competitive research. The
industrialists and technical research community may consider the (pre-
)standardisation, compatibility of the infrastructure technology, facilities and
equipment, and the spécifie characteristics of the vehicles (dimensions) as the
most suitable way for interoperable intégration of the networks.

Since the quantitative measurement of the most of thèse 'cohesive' features has been
reeognised as a difficult research task and since the most real-life data on them hâve
been missing, the 'proxy' indicators of the network performances hâve been
introduced for practical (operational) purposes. They hâve been presented in a form
of the Pentagon model (EC, 1998b). The model has identified five types of factors for
measuring the network performances with respect to the 'cohesive' network features.
Thèse are: 'hardware', 'software', 'orgware', 'finware', and 'ecoware'. As it is
shown in Figure 1, dealing with the Pentagon model in an operational way requests
the establishment of the eorrespondenee between its factors and a) the components of
actual (real) network, and b) the network cohesiveness features represented by the
intermodality, interoperability and interconnectivity.
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Figure 1 : The factors and cohesive features of the networks according to the Pentagon model
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They may hâve différent relative importance in différent situations for the various
types of actors. In particular, they hâve been highlighted as possible barriers up to the
point of identification as the 'Critical Success Factors' (CSF) for the network
performance. In order to be of the practical value the factors and characteristics
shown in Figure 1 should be converted into the measurable indicators which will be
dépendent on the individual transport modes considered, the actors at hand, the région
under investigation, the policies pursued, etc..

4. The application of the findings of the COST 328 Action

The framework based on the Pentagon model and the findings of the case studies
examined by four Working Groups of the COST 328 Action hâve been applied to
define the policy recommendations on the assessing/evaluation of the future
developments of the 'Integrated Stratégie Infrastructure Networks in Europe'.
Broadly, the recommendations can be classifïed into the 'policy guidelines' and the
proposais on a 'Good Policy Practice'. The former set of recommendations mostly
relates to the development of différent policy issues. As they would be implemented,
they were able to further increase the efficiency of the opérations of integrated
networks mostly through alleviating and/or removing of the existing and future
potential barriers (i.e., the 'Success Factors') on the factors of network developments.

4.1. Proposai of the 'policy guidelines'

The main principles for the formulation of the 'policy guidelines' based on the
findings of the COST 328 Action should be directed to remove différent kinds of
barriers (hardware, software, orgware, finware, ecoware) to the horizontal intégration
of the network like intermodality, interoperability and interconnectivity. They address
the tasks of ail actors and particularly the national governments (régional level) and
the European Union (global level). They may be summarised as follows:

4.1.1. The institutional and oreanisational framework for an efficient opération
of the 'ISINE' should be established through the following policy
measures:

• The transport markets should be further libéralisée or deregulated. This is
expected to increase the efficiency of intermodal transport opérations through
création of an effective institutional environment for both compétitive and
complementary intra-European multi-modal services. Specifically, the
libéralisation or deregulation will increase the capacity of the network through the
intégration of the infrastructure, modal and inter-modal services, removing of the
suppliers' local monopolies and re-orientation of the market structure from the
national to European dimension. Thus the access to market will be alleviated.
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The rules for infrastructure use, market access, property rights for basic service
providers and an international harmonisation of the norms should be defined
They are expected to considerably contribute to intégration of the networks. After
libéralisation or deregulation the conditions for the
the Trans-European networks. In particular, the charging principles and
conditions for entrance the market should be clarified. This may provide the
increasing of certainty of behaviour of the existing and new entrants. Particularly,
at the railways the séparation of the tracks and opérations reflects the need for
free access to the infrastructure. This has been recognised as the only way for
instigating the compétition there.

The principles on the 'Fair and Equitable Pricing for Comveting Transport
Modes' should be strictly appreciated ('Green Paper' of the European
Commission, EC, 1996). Designing the apparent policy directives should
encourage the development and opérations of more 'environmentally-friendly'
transport modes. This should include designing of the proper measures for
improvement the identification of social cost (internal/private and external) (per
mode, across the modes and per individual modal operator). In addition, this
should include the development of the principles for differentiating the external
costs with respect to operational environment defined by the areas of différent
noise, air pollution, and congestion impacts. According to a fair principle the user
and polluter should pay the full social costs. In principle, due to a low public
acceptability and difficulties in reaching of an international agreement the
implementation of thèse measures should be fiscally neutral.

The new principles and procédures for évaluation the investments of the
transport and inter-modal infrastructure should be introduced. A multi-method
strategy is essential to understanding of the key components of évaluation along
two dimensions of the Pentagon model (factors perspective) and
évaluation/décision level (actor perspective). Apart from the national and
cohesiveness like the intermodality, interoperability and interconnectivity. The
later set of the recommendations relates to the examination of the aetivities on the
assessing/evaluating of the modally based principles and procédures which hâve
mostly been applied to évaluation of the TENs, a new form of économie
modelling should be taken into account. Apart from the infrastructure investment
costs themselves, also the actors' behaviour, market conditions for rémunération,
influence of eventual (possible) harmonisation of the charging principles of the
European infrastructure, and social cost (internal/private costs and external cost)
and benefits should be taken into account. A differentiated approach in évaluation
of the infrastructure proposais in the form of projects, programmes and policy
évaluation at a local, national and European level of interest should be applied.
Since the necessary investments for developing the Trans-European networks will
be large, it will be necessary to look for a proper and the most efficient forms of
the partnership between différent private, semi-public and public investors at the
national and European level. They may be private funding agencies, national
governments and providers of the European capital (EIB, EBRD).
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4.1.2. The procédures and rules for improvine the performance of the railwavs
should be defined

• The various barriers to successful opérations ofthe railwavs over Europe should
be alleviated, reduced and even completelv removed. The 'lack of interoperability
of railways at the European leveP(hardware) and the 'lack and high cost of
railway infrastructure and user costs' (finware) hâve been identified as the main
barriers hindering the successful inclusion of the railways into the efficient
intermodal opérations at both national and international (European) level. The
collusive agreements between operators, predatory practice, monopolies and
incumbent advantages hâve been identified as the main barriers at the local level.
They should considerably be reduced and even completely eliminated. Réduction
of barriers at three levels (local, national, international) could be carried out by
introduction of the common technical standards for the railway opérations and
new financial schemes for realising the investments in the railway infrastructure,
intermodal rolling stocks and intermodal terminais. This will require the
development of a new législation and appropriate social adjustments related to the
market structure, the railways management (which is bureaucratie) and ownership
ofthe enterprises and infrastructure.

• The new losistics Systems should be developed. They should be based on the
multi-modal transport which will require dedicated policy on both the intermodal
transport and terminais in a broader sensé. This will involve development of the
new types of railway services (i.e., direct/block/shuttle trains), new types of the
logistics services at the ports and inland inter-modal terminais as the value-added
services and their co-ordination at the inter-modal interfaces (the terminais). As
well, the design of 'idéal' types of a European (and national) logistics platforms
and main-ports which should be able to provide intermodality, interconnectivity
and interoperability ofthe inter-modal networks will be necessary.

4.1.3. The information Systems and technology should be further developed

Since the information management has been identified as a prerequisite for
managing a multi-modal opérations and optimising the économie efficiency it
will be necessary to initiate research and development of the information
Systems which will be able to fulfil the following requirements:

• To provide free and open exchange of operational data between the modes and
interchanges, as well as the information of better quality for stratégie choice.

• To provide the potential users of multi-modal services to hâve access to the
information networks which will allow modal choice and managing the opérations
during their movements through particular modes and nodal points.
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4.1.4. The research should be continued

• The internalisation and globalisation of the économie activities affectins the
development of transport in Europe should be particularlv investisated. In
particular their acting as a 'cause' and 'effect' will require further investigation.

• The relationship between global networks and European networks should be
further studied. The studies should involve the opérations of liner container
shipping and civil aviation, and synergy which arise at the seaport and airport
interfaces and is related to demand and opération ofthe global integrators

• The research on desisnins ofmore appropriate (unique) measures ofthe network
'accessibilité ' and 'pheripheralitv ' should be continued. They should be included
in the évaluation procédures on the inter-connectivity of the peripheral régions
though 'core' area and 'directly'. Apart from the characteristics ofthe traffic flow
thèse measures should be taken into account in évaluation of the particular
projects as a more objective an unambiguous measures of the accessibility.
Instead of single measure, a set of measures based on the spécifie géographie and
économies characteristics ofthe region(s) has shown to be appropriate.

• The methodolosv for scientific estimation and monitorins the chanses of the
actors ' behaviour should be developed. The actors hâve been the modal carriers,
integrators of inter-modal services and customers (the users of thèse services). It
will be particularly important to monitor the changes of the actors' behaviour by
ongoing observations since there has not been a stable pattern of behaviour. The
continuous research task should be studying and estimating of the processes of
evolving new or new-style operators (the actors). This should include ail aspects
of their behaviour and particularly the movements towards the effective
European multi-modal integrators (actors) which will use the new modal, terminal
and information technologies in order to add value and justify the provision of the
infrastructure.

• The behaviour ofthe shippers should be investisated too. They hâve been shown
to hâve an instrumental rôle in providing effectively the 'door-to-door' inter-
modal services which is a major growth area with the use of logistics and the
émergence of new integrators.

• The ways of resortins the methods, indicators and sources which can be used as
proxy for direct measurement of the performances should be investisated. It is
necessary since the incomplète and discrepant statistical data will resuit from
deregulated or liberalised markets. The investigations should particularly include
the collection and harmonisation of necessary data. In order to successfully use
thèse data, the development and improvement of the fuzzv modellins techniques
like the Neural Networks and Logit models will be necessary.
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4.2. Proposai for a 'Good Policy Practice' in assessing/evaluating the
European network development

Each WG has applied the new 'Evaluation Framework' to the spécifie case studies. It
has contained a broad set of aspects of the évaluation of the transport infrastructure.
Thus, this framework can be considered as a part of a 'Good Policy Practice' that
could be applied to the assessment and évaluation of future transport projects.

A 'Good Policy Practice' in assessing/evaluating the European network developments
should involve two phases:

• Identification and quantification of the barriers (i.e., the 'Critical Success
Factors') to the multi-modal networks cohesiveness (intermodality,
interoperability, interconnectivity) by using of the Pentagon model.

• Allocation of the available (very often a scarce) investment sources (funds) to
différent transport projects by using of the évaluation framework.

4.2.1. The barriers (Le., the 'Critical Success Factors') to the multi-modal
networks cohesiveness (intermodalitv. interoperabilitv, interconnectivity)
bv usine ofthe Pentagon model should be identified

The main characteristics ofthe Pentagon mode hâve been explained above.

4.2.2. The 'optimal' or 'sufficiently good' allocation ofthe available (very often
scarce) investment sources (funds) to différent transport proiects bv using
ofthe évaluation framework

The COST 328 Action has proposed one among the most promising méthodologies
(frameworks) for assessing/evaluating of the European network developments. This
methodology assumes that the new individual links and nodes should be assessed as
the parts of the network. That means that their direct and indirect effects on the
transport network should be taken into account. The évaluation has been proposed to
be carried out at three separate levels: the level of to the individual project where the
methods and procédures are well known, the 'programme' level and 'policy' level
(EC, 1998 a,b).
The évaluation framework to allocate the investments to différent projects,
programmes and policies consists of two parts:

• i) The 'Evaluation Processes'
• ii) The 'Décision Making Processes'.
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i) The Evaluation Processes

According to the current practice the projects, programmes and policies coincide with
the spécifie local, régional (or national) and European (wide) area networks and
interests.
Apart from the différent 'Evaluation levels', the 'Evaluation processes' incorporate
the 'Evaluation methods' and 'Other Components' that could be applied to
évaluation. The latter two components are summarised as follows:

• The Financial Ayyraisal and Cost Benefit Analysis. As methods they could be
applied for évaluation of the spécifie proiects. As well, they may include the
'Environmental assessment' and 'Social Impact Analysis' as the additional
components in évaluation.

• The Multi-Criteria Analysis and Framework. Thèse methods could be applied to
assessment and évaluation of the programmes. The additional components in
évaluation would ensure that the individual costs and benefits of the projects
conform to a wider programme objectives, particularly on régional development
and environment.

• The Stratesic Environmental Assessment and Complex Objective Analysis,
Including Meta Analysis. Thèse methods could be applied to évaluation of the
transport policies. The additional components in évaluation would fît the
particular programmes into the national and international policy context, so that
broad économie, social and environmental objectives hâve been met.

ii) The Décision Makine Processes

The 'Décision Making Processes' take into accounts the 'Levels of Décision', 'Key
Issues' and 'Critical Success Factors'.

• At the 'local-project' level the individual links, terminais, and interchanges for
each transport mode represent the key issues. The 'Critical Success Factors' hâve
been identifïed to be the 'Restrictions', 'Compétition between Modes', 'Finance
and Subsidy', 'Individuals' and 'Levels of Intégration'. Reducing of thèse barriers
may add the value to links and nodes.

• At the 'national '- 'programme ' level, the Logistics and Network Effects, including
the questions of Intermodality, Interoperability and Interconnectivity, and the
crowding of investment represent the key issues. The 'Critical Success Factors'
hâve shown to be the 'Régulation', 'Compétition', 'Finance' (private semi-public
and public), 'Companies', 'Integrators', 'New Actors', 'Mergers and Alliances'.
Reducing of thèse barriers may provide 'adding value' to the network and
communications.

• At the 'national' and 'EU-Policv' level, the 'Competitiveness', 'Cohesiveness'
and 'Environment', but also the 'Price Compétition', 'Libéralisation and Open
Access Policies' are considered as the key issues. The 'Critical Success Factors'
hâve been identifïed to be the 'Régulations, 'Compétitive Frameworks',
'Financial Institutions', 'Governments', 'International Agencies', and
'Multinational Companies'. They are expected to add the value to the compétitive
position of countries and the EU (EC, 1998a, b).
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5. Conclusions

The Trans European Transport Networks hâve been considered as Value Added
Networks. The Cost 328 Action has indicated that there hâve been considérable
barriers distorting optimal response to the value-added potential of thèse networks.
This concluding 'policy report' has summarised the following key issues on the
COST 328 Action:

• Identification of an assessment/evaluation framework expected to be suitable for
European transport policy.

• Formulation of policy guidelines resulted from the findings of the case studies
carried out by four WG (Working Groups).

• Proposais for a 'Good Policy Practice' in assessing/evaluation of the European
network development.

The assessment/evaluation framework has been developed in a form of the Pentagon
model which has been able to identify the performances of the networks and the
barriers to their horizontal and vertical intégration. Horizontal intégration, recognised
as a precondition for vertical intégration, has been able to be carried out through the
network intermodality, interconnectivity and interoperability. Vertical intégration has
been able to be achieved by establishment of the demand—led sub-networks
containing the logistics chains whose main component has been the 'door-to-door'
transport service.
The 'policy guidelines ' hâve been defined on the basis of findings of the case studies.
They hâve been related to alleviating (or removing) of the barriers to successful
horizontal and vertical intégration of the networks at European scale. A set of
recommendations on the establishment of the institutional and operational framework
for efficient opérations of the integrated networks, the rules and procédures for
improving the performances of railways, developments of the information
technologies and future research hâve formed thèse guidelines.
A 'Good Policy Practice ' in assessing/evaluation of the development of European
networks has involved the identification of the barriers (i.e., 'Critical Success
Factors') to the network intégration by use of he Pentagon model and the évaluation
framework for investing into the network developments. This framework has
comprised the 'évaluation processes' and 'décision making processes'.
Apart from important achievements, both this report and COST 328 Action hâve
emphasised the necessity of continuation of the various investigative, planing and
operational activities in order to achieve the objectives of the intégration of the
European transport networks as Value Added Networks.
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SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL RESEARCH COST 315/94

COST

NOTE

Subject: Mémorandum of Understanding for the implementation of a European

research Action in the fïeld of the integrated stratégie infrastructure

networks in Europe (COST Action 328)

Délégations will find attached hereto the text of the abovementioned Mémorandum,

signed in Brussels on 14 September 1994.

COST/315/94
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

A EUROPEAN RESEARCH ACTION IN THE FIELD

OF THE INTEGRATED STRATEGIC INFRASTRUCTURE

NETWORKS IN EUROPE (COST ACTION 328)
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The Signatones to this Mémorandum of Understanding, declaring their common

intention to participate in a European research Action in the field of the integrated

stratégie infrastructure networks in Europe, hâve reached the following

understanding:

SECTION 1

1. The Signatones intend to co-operate in an Action to promote research in the field

of the integrated stratégie infrastructure networks in Europe (hereinafter referred

to as the *Action').

2. The main objective of the project is to contribute to a stratégie définition of the

intégration of the Trans-European networks and to stimulate thought on the

development of méthodologies for the assessment of performances of transport

networks and for stratégies for their development and/or intégration.

3. The Signatories hereby déclare their intention of carrying out the Action jointly,

in accordance with the gênerai description given in Annex 11, adhering as far as

possible to a timetable to be decided by the Management Committee referred to in

Annex

4. The Action will be carried out though concerted action in accordance with the

provisions of Annex I.

5. The overall value of the activities of the Signatories under the Action is estimated

at ECU 500 000 at 1994 priées.

6. The Signatories will make every effort to ensure that the necessary funds are

made available under their internai financing procédures.
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SECTION 2

The Signatories intend to take part in the Action in one or several of the following

ways:

(a) by carrying out studies and research in their technical services or public research

establishments (hereinafter referred to as "public research establishments");

(b) by concluding contracts for studies and research with other organisations

(hereinafter referred to as "research contractors*);

(c) by contributing to the provision of a Secrétariat and/or other co-ordinatory

services or activities necessary for the aims of the Action to be achieved;

(d) by making information on existing relevant research, including ail necessary basic

data, available to other Signatories;

(e) by arranging for inter-laboratory visits and by co-operating in a small-scale

exchange of staff in the later stages.

SECTION 3

1. This Mémorandum of Understanding will take effect for three years upon

signature by at least five Signatories. This Mémorandum of Understanding may

expire on the entry into force of an agreement between the European

Communities and the non-Community COST member countries having the same

aim as that of the présent Mémorandum of Understanding. This change in the

rules governing the project is subject to the prior agreement of the Management

Committee referred to in Annex 1.

2. This Mémorandum of Understanding may be amended in writing at any time by

arrangement between the Signatories.
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3. A Signatory which intends, for any reason whatsoever, to terminate its

participation in the Action will notify the secretary-general of the Council of the

European Union of its intention as soon as possible, preferably not later than three

months beforehand.

4. If at any time the number of Signatories fails below five, the Management

Committee referred to in Annex 1 will examine the situation which has arisen and

consider whether or not this Mémorandum of Understanding should be terminated

by décision of the Signatories.

SECTION 4

1. This Mémorandum of Understanding will, for a period of six months from the

date of the first signing, remain open for signing, by the Governments of the

countries which are members of the COST framework and also by the European

Communities.

The Governments referred to in the first subparagraph and the European

Communities may take part in the Action on a provisional basis during the

abovementioned period even though they may not hâve signed this Mémorandum

of Understanding.

2. After this period of six months has elapsed, application to sign this Mémorandum

of Understanding from the Governments referred to in paragraph 1 or from the

European Communities will be decided upon by the Management Committee

referred to in Annex 1, which may attach spécial conditions thereto.

3. Any Signatory may designate one or more compétent public authorities or bodies

to act on its behalf, in respect of the implementation of the Action.
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SECTION 5

This Mémorandum of Understanding is of an exclusively recommendatory nature. It

will not create any binding légal effect in public international law.

SECTION 6

1. The secretary-general of the Council of the European Union will inform ail

Signatories of the signing dates and the date of entry into effect of this

Mémorandum of Understanding, and will forward to them ail notices which he

has received under this Mémorandum of Understanding.

2. This Mémorandum of Understanding will be deposited with the General

Secrétariat of the Council of the European Union. The secretary-general will

transmit a certifîed copy to each of the Signatories.

Geschehen zu Brussel am vierzehnten September neunzehnhundertvierundneunzig.

Done at Brussels on the fourteenth day of September in the year one thousand nine

hundred and ninety-four.

Fait à Bruxelles, le quatorze septembre mil neuf cent quatre-vingt-quatorze.
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For regeringen for Kongeriget Danmark

Fur die Regierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland

Per il Governo délia Repubblica italiana

Voor de Regering van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden

For the Government of the Kingdom of Sweden
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ANNEX1

CO-ORDINATION OF THE ACTION

CHAPTER 1

1. A Management Committee (hereinafter referred to as "the Committee") will be

set up, composée! of not more than two représentatives of each Signatory. Each

représentative may be accompanied by such experts or advisers as he or she

may need.

The Governments of the countries which are members of the COST framework

and the European Communities may, in accordance with the second

subparagraph of Section 40) of the Mémorandum of Understanding, participate

in the work of the Committee before becoming Signatories to the Mémorandum

without however, having the right to vote.

When the European Communities are not a Signatory to the Mémorandum of

Understanding, a représentative of the Commission of the European

Communities may attend Committee meetings as an observer.

2. The Committee will be responsible for co-ordinating the Action and, in

particular, for making the necessary arrangements for:

(a) the choice of research topics on the basis of those provided for in Annex

11 including any modifications submitted to Signatories by the compétent

public authorities or bodies; any proposed changes to the Action

framework will be referred for an opinion to the COST Technical

Committee on Transport;

(b) advising on the direction which work should take;

(c) drawing up detailed plans and defining methods for the différent phases

of exécution of the Action;

(d) co-ordinating the contributions referred to in subparagraph (c) of Section

2 of the Mémorandum of Understanding;
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(e) keeping abreast of the research being done in the territory of the

Signatories and in other countries;

(f) liaising with appropriate international bodies;

(g) exchanging research results amongst the Signatories to the extent

compatible with adéquate safeguards for the interests of Signatories, their

compétent public authorities or bodies and research contractors in respect

of industrial property rights and commercially confidential material;

(h) drawing up the annual intérim reports and the final report to be submitted

to the Signatories and circulated as appropriate;

(i) dealing with any problem which may anse out of the exécution of the

Action, including those relating to possible spécial conditions to be

attached to accession to the Mémorandum of Understanding in the case of

applications submitted more than six months after the date of the first

signing.

3. The Committee will establish its rules of procédure.

4. The Secrétariat of the Committee will be provided at the invitation of the

Signatories by either the Commission of the European Communities or one of

the Signatory States.

CHAPTERII

1. Signatories will invite public research establishments or research contractors in

their territories to submit proposais for research work to their respective

compétent public authorities or bodies. Proposais accepted under this procédure

will be submitted to the Committee.

2. Signatories will request public research establishments or research contractors,

before the Committee takes any décision on a proposai, to submit to the public

authorities or bodies referred to in paragraph 1 notification of previous
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commitments and industrial property rights which they consider might preclude

or hinder the exécution of the Actions of the Signatories.

CHAPTER III

1. Signatories will request their public research establishments or research

contractors to submit periodical progress reports and a final report.

2. The progress reports will be distributed to the Signatories only through their

représentatives on the Committee. The Signatories will treat thèse progress

reports as confidential and will not use them for purposes other than research

work. In order to assess better the final data on the Action, the Signatory States

are invited, for the préparation of the final report, to state the approximate level

of spending at national level arising from their involvement in the said Action.

The final report on the results obtained will hâve much wider circulation,

covering at least the Signatories' public research establishments or research

contractors concerned.

CHAPTER IV

1. In order to facilitate the exchange of results referred to in Chapter 1, paragraph

2(g), and subject to national law, Signatories intend to ensure, through the

inclusion of appropriate terms in research contracts, that the owners of

industrial property rights and technical information resulting from work carried

out in implementation of that part of the Action assigned to them under Annex

11 (hereinafter referred to as *the research results') will be under an obligation,

if so requested by another Signatory (hereinafter referred to as the ."Applicant

Signatory") to supply the research results and to grant to the applicant

Signatory or to a third party nominated by the applicant Signatory a licence to

use the research results and such technical know-how incorporated therein as is
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necessary for such use if the applicant Signatory requires the granting of a

licence for the exécution of work in respect of the Action.

Such licences will be granted on fair and reasonable terms having regard to

commercial usage.

2. Signatories will, by including appropriate clauses in contracts placed with

research contractors, provide for the licence referred to in paragraph 1 to be

extended on fair and reasonable terms, having regard to commercial usage, to

previous industrial property rights and to prior technical know-how acquired by

the research contractor insofar as the research results could not otherwise be

used for the purpose referred to in paragraph 1.

Where a research contractor is unable or unwilling to agrée to such extension,

the Signatory will submit the case to the Committee, before the contract is

concluded; thereafter the Committee will state its position on the case, if

possible after having consulted the interested parties.

3. Signatories will take any stops necessary to ensure that the fulfilment of the

condition laid down in this Chapter will not be affected by any subséquent

transfer of rights to ownership of the research results. Any such transfer will be

notified to the Committee.

4. If a Signatory terminâtes its participation in the Action, any rights of use which

it has granted, or is obliged to grant, to, or has obtained from, other Signatories

in application of the Mémorandum of Understanding and concerning work

carried out up to the date on which the said Signatory terminâtes its

participation will continue thereafter.

5. The provisions of paragraphs 1 to 4 will continue to apply after the period of

opération of the Mémorandum of Understanding has expired and will apply to

industrial property rights as long as thèse remain valid, and to unprotected

inventions and technical know-how until such time as they pass into the public

domain other than through disclosure by the licensee.
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ANNEX II

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION

1. Context

It is increasingly recognised that the performance of an economy and the

économie and social cohésion of a territory dépend heavily on the quality of its

transport infrastructure networks.

With regard to goods, the increased splitting up of activities between companies

and the logistic intégration of the industrial and commercial processes are

clearly determined by the transport function in the activity pattern of the

companies.

With regard to travellers, changing social patterns generate greater demand for

mobility amongst European citizens.

The effective running of the internai market, European intégration and the

globalisation of trade therefore require a new frame of référence in order to

assess the infrastructure networks on both a national and European scale.

However, the European transport infrastructure network is composed of several

national networks for each mode of transport. The frameworks of analysis of

thèse

networks are quite often contained within national borders, while those used for

the trans-national networks within the framework of the European

Commission's work remain modal.

National or European investment priorities are thus established for each mode

with the risk of overcapacity because of the compétition between transport

modes. Moreover the scope for financing the infrastructures remain limited and

it has been widely accepted that transport and its infrastructures hâve a positive

socio-economic external impact if account is taken of régional planning but
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thèse may often be deemed négative because of harmful effects on the

environment and safety problems.

In parallel, while the définition of infrastructure supply remains modal and to a

great extent intra-national, the pattern of demand is changing with the

émergence of operators linked to market segments rather then to modes.

The utility of the infrastructures, which are themselves passive, is now

increased by a wide variety of "value added" services, by analogy with the

télécommunications sector, which co-ordinate and manage an increasingly large

proportion of the traffic flow. The opération of thèse actors referred to as

"network operators" (including "freight forwarders" and "logistic suppliers"),

are demand driven and no, longer exclusively determined by the transport

mode.

Thèse considérations suggest the need for integrated transport network

stratégies based on demand within segments and involving interoperability,

interconnection and intermodality.

2. Objectives

Title XI1 of the Treaty on the European Union, the White Paper for a common

transport policy, and the conclusions of the Edinburgh and Copenhagen

European Council stress the importance to the European Union of developing a

Trans-European transport network that is interconnected, interoperable and

intermodal.

To contribute to the achievement of the aims of économie and social European

cohésion and of closer ties with the Eastern European countries, the

development of integrated transport networks would require the simultaneous

development of the télécommunications networks and a redéfinition of rôles

between public authorities (local, national or European) and private actors to

encourage great added value from the opération of transport networks for the

benefit of both transport operators and the community.
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The harmonisation of technical aspects of transport Systems and access of third

parties to the infrastructure may also be a precondition of such an intégration.

The objective of the COST Action 328 are to contribute to a stratégie définition

of the intégration of the Trans-European networks and to stimulate thought on

the development of méthodologies for the assessment of performance of

transport networks and for stratégies for their development and/or intégration.

The work so far undertaken in this area by the national research bodies and/or

commissioned by the international organisations tend naturally to focus on their

own author's and country. It is therefore necessary to co-ordinate the research

so as to take into account ail the stratégie intégration factors in which each of

the countries has a spécifie interest.

3. Expected advantages

The transport studies and the current assessment methods for the infrastructure

networks are primarily based on flow forecasts, drawn up under single-mode

supply and per project.

COST Action 328 intends to adopt a new approach by examining, for each

major segment of demand, the stratégies of the transport actors to make best use

of the potential of infrastructure networks. In addition to identifying the major

sectors of demand, and classifying the actors and their behaviour, the research

project will provide a new practical method of évaluation for the intégration of

Trans-European transport networks.

This method will use a set of performance indicators and of critical factors of

success or failure of the intégration of Trans-European networks. It should

serve as a basis for identifying the ways in which private and public actors will

benefit from the single market in view of the problems posed by compétition,

complementarity, bottlenecks and pollution of transport.
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4. Work programme

The aim of the research is to produce a practical socio-economic methodology

of assessing the intégration of the Trans-European networks in order to draw

operational lessons for the implementation by décision makers of the Integrated

Stratégie Infrastructure Networks in Europe.

The Action would therefore consist of two partly overlapping and inséparable

steps.

1) The design of the évaluation methodology

The first stage will be to identify a set of performance indicators that take

account of productivity, spatial cohésion, harmonisation, externalities and

yield management. A second stage will be to link thèse indicators with

critical factors of success or failure such as financing problems,

institutional matters and the extent of technological compatibility.

Particular emphasis will be placed on network operators who drive

demand and on their capacity to generate value added. This step will last

12 months.

2) The validation of the évaluation method

In order to test this method and expérimental conditions and to make sure

of its applicability, it is necessary to apply it to various case studies.

Those case studies must check the feasibility of this method for the most

complète network configuration possible and must involve the maximum

number of countries taking part in the Action.

For those reasons, at least the two following case studies will be carried out:

• North-South rail-road interconnectivity in the case of transalpine freight

Transport

• the diversification and intégration stratégies of transport companies.
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The other case studies envisaged but whose implementation will dépend on the

contributions by each country taking part, are, in particular:

• Rail-Truck Interconnectivity in freight transport Networks in Europe

• Access and use by small and medium-sized enterprises of nodes in

European networks

• changing rôles of European "tour-operators'

• the intégration of peripheral countries networks (including South-Alpine

connectivity)

• Assessment and évaluation of interoperability between différent modal

networks on spécifie corridor in Europe (including short sea shipping and

inland waterways)

This step should last 15 months.

The research project will be based on close scientific co-operation between the

experts of the NECTAR network (Network on European Communication and

Transport Activity Research) and members of transport research organisations.

The work, undertaken in collaboration with the national and/or of transport

experts, will be based mainly on documentary information, consultations with

experts, interviews with decision-makers, and for the case studies, data

collecting and processing.

The participating countries will hâve to help for providing documents useful for

the works, in particular from their own country, for making easier the

achievement of the interviews, and for accessing to data, especially in regards

with the case studies.
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5. Duration

The envisaged duration of the Action is 3 years, allocated as follows:

- 3 months: Drafting of a preliminary report specifying the goals, the actors'

typology, the various networks and changes in technical,

économie and political context.

- 12 months: Designing the methodology of assessment, préparation of an

intérim report

- 15 months: Carrying out case studies

- 6 months: Conclusions and lessons drawing-up the final report.

6. Estimated cost

The overall cost of the Action is estimated at ECU 500 000. However it may be

adjusted according to the contribution of the participating countries and of the

case studies carried out.
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COST Transport Overview

COST TRANSPORT OVERVIEW

COST Transport is one of 17 domains existing in COST at the présent time.

It was to be one of the seven areas seen as best suited for this new form of
collaboration, which was offïcially set up by a Ministerial Conférence in November
1971.

The Transport area lends itself particularly well to the COST framework, both
because it combines aspects from a number of disciplines, and because of the need for
harmonisation at European level. Liaison with the Transport Ministries and
Administrations in the various countries is a key élément of thèse COST Actions.

The COST Transport Secrétariat is located within the Directorate General for
Transport of the European Commission. The location with the staff managing the
Fourth Framework Transport RTD Programme, as well as the proximity with the
Common Transport Policy Directorates, enables close collaboration between
Transport Research activities and serves as a basis for further political action.

COST Transport Actions are authorised and supervised by the COST Technical
Committee on Transport which, in turn, reports to the COST Committee of Senior
Officiais. Both of thèse decision-making bodies comprise représentatives of the
national governments of the COST countries.

By the end of September 1998, the COST Transport domain comprised 14 ongoing
Actions, with a total estimated cost of ECU 30 Million. 26 Actions hâve been
completed, and a further 8 Actions hâve been selected by the COST Technical
Committee on Transport and are under préparation.

Actions Underway

COST 319: Estimation of pollutant émissions from transport
COST 323: Weigh in motion of road vehicles
COST 326: Electronic marine chart display
COST 327: Motorcycle safety helmets
COST 328: Integrated Stratégie Infrastructure Networks in Europe
COST 329: Models for traffic and safety development and interventions
COST 331 : Requirements for pavement markings
COST 332: Transport and Land-Use policies
COST 333: Development of new bituminous pavement design method
COST 334: Effects of wide single tyres and dual tyres
COST 335: Passengers accessibility of heavy rail Systems
COST 336: Falling weight deflectometer
COST 337: Unbound granular materials for road pavements
COST 339: Small containers
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Actions in préparation

COST 338: Information overload in the field of traffic signs
COST 340: Towards an intermodal transport network: Lessons from history
COST 341 : Habitat fragmentation due to transportation infrastructure
COST 342: Parking policy : Effects on Mobility and the Local Economy
COST 343: Réduction in Road Closures by Improved Maintenance Procédures
COST 344: Improvements to Snow and Ice Control on European Roads
COST 345: Procédures Required for Assessing Highway Structures
COST 346: Instantaneous Energy Consumption and Emissions of Road

Vehicles, especially of Heavy Duty Vehicles

Completed Actions

COST 30: Electronic aids to traffic on major roads
COST 30 bis: Same aim as COST 30 but with démonstration action
COST 33: Forward study of passenger transport requirements between major

European conurbations
COST 301 : Shore based marine navigation aid Systems
COST 302: Technical & économie conditions of the utilization of electric road

vehicles in Europe
COST 303: Technical and économie évaluation of dual-mode trolleybus

national programmes
COST 304: Alternative fuels for road vehicles
COST 305: Data System for the study of demand for interrégional passenger

transport
COST 306: Automatic transmission of data relating to transport
COST 307: Rational use of energy in interrégional transport
COST 308: Maintenance of ships
COST 309: Road weather conditions
COST 310: Freight transport logistics
COST 311 : Simulation of maritime traffic
COST 312 : Effects of the Channel Tunnel on traffic flows
COST 313: Socio-economic cost of road accidents
COST 314: Express delivery services
COST 315 : Large containers
COST 317 Socio-economic effects of the Channel Tunnel
COST 318: Interactions between high speed rail and air passenger transport
COST 320: Effects of E.D.I. on transport
COST 321 : Urban goods transport
COST 322: Low Floor Buses
COST 324: Long term performance of road pavements
COST 325: New pavement monitoring equipment and methods
COST 330: Teleinformatics links between ports and their partners

Up to date information on COST Transport can be found on the World Wide Web, at
the following address: http//www.cordis.lu/COST-Transport/home.html
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European Commission

EUR 18165 - COST 328 - Integrated Stratégie Infrastructure Networks in
Europe

Luxembourg : Office for Officiai Publications of the European Communities

1998- 111p.-17,5x25,0 cm

ISBN 92-828-4573-7

Price (excluding VAT) in Luxembourg: ECU 7

Contributing to a stratégie définition of the intégration of the Trans-European
networks and stimulating the development of méthodologies for the assessment of
performances of transport networks and for stratégies for their development and/or
intégration.

This very ambitious objective brought together 17 countries: Austria, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, The
Netherlands, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom into COST 328.

One part of the COST 328 research has been to concentrate on the necessary
components of the évaluation process that includes ail aspects of the infrastructure.
The second main strand of research has been to examine thèse processes in more
détail through spécifie case studies in the four COST 328 working groups. In this
Final Report the main findings are brought together.
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